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Editorial
Dear Reader,

Under Foreign Occupation

in numbers and dispersed across the planet, but
they wield great power, particularly from the
City of London.

A reader of the New Ensign in Bavaria informed
us, that a building, in his pleasant formerly
completely white village, used for the care of
elderly people was requisitioned to
accommodate a number of the recent influx of
immigrants. This was done on the 11th of
September - another 911! On the same day, 13
thousand descended on Munich - another good
HAT does one do when our Illuminati number!
government is funding, training, and
arming terrorists, and then inviting The enemy is using their control of the media,
them along with all their extended families into to make it look as though this flood of
your country, using your wealth to pay for it all? immigrants are being welcomed with open arms,
but patently this is not the case and it is causing
Well, let’s be clear, it’s not really your many people to wake up from their deep sleep.
government, now is it? Most readers of this
For this we praise Yahweh, but he won’t come
magazine will know quite well, that it is the
to our aid until his people repent of their wicked
Edomites, who have infiltrated the Caucasian
ways and He be enquired of them. We look
Israelite nations under various guises, which the
forward to His soon return!!
Scriptures refer to as Gog and Edom. Indeed as
the Scriptures say, “Gog has taken a great spoil”,
this being almost all of their national wealth
Editor
which has been stolen from under our noses,
thenewensign@gmail.com
including infrastructure, and industry which has
been sent abroad to Gog’s near relatives in the
This magazine is for private subscription only
east, with hardly anybody noticing!!
and is not in any way connected to The Ensign
The politicians of our rigged political system are Message Magazine which is a totally separate
beholden to powerful alien interests, who are entity.
destroying the country whilst sucking the people
dry. The chief tribe of vampires is somewhat few
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The Fallacy Of Millennialism (2)
By
Pastor Eli James
The Millennium
and the Day of
Judgment

the fact that the Gog and Magog scenarios is part
of the equation! If they wish to argue for a
chronological interpretation of Rev. 19 & 20,
then they have to be consistent and account for
HE MIL- all of the facts! - not just those they wish to
LENNIUM include!!!
under discussion is in Chap- In my thorough study of all of the prophecies in
ter 19, continuing the Book of Revelation , I have identified Chapinto Chapter 20, ter 16 as a FLASH FORWARD to the End
where the Beast and the False Prophet are cast Times. Chapter 16 refers to events, which occur
into the "lake of fire," but first we have to prior to and up to the Judgment Day. The
identify this pair of beings, the Beast and the Apocalyptic succession of beasts (a major plot
False Prophet, in order to distinguish them from of Revelation) is:–
the Dragon.
Egypt,
Assyria,
We confront these two entities earlier in Rev.,
Babylon,
Chapter 16:
Medo-Persia,
Greece,
12. And the sixth angel poured out his vial upon
the great river Euphrates; and the water thereof Rome (Imperial Rome received the "deadly
was dried up, that the way of the kings of the wound," paving the way for Papal Rome to take
east might be prepared.
its place)
,
13 And I saw three unclean spirits like frogs Napoleon, and, finally:---come out of the mouth of the dragon, and out of
the mouth of the beast, and out of the mouth of The House of Rothschild, the "Empire of Merthe false prophet.
chants." Only a handful of Bible scholars have
ever even broached the subject of the 8th Beast;
14 For they are the spirits of devils, working and woefully few of these are Judeo-Christian
miracles, which go forth unto the kings of the theologians. Only Identity theologians, such as
earth and of the whole world, to gather them to Howard B. Rand and Bertrand Comparet, have
the battle of that great day of God Almighty.
successfully identified the Eighth Beast, Mystery
Babylon (Rev. 17:11).
15 Behold, I come as a thief. Blessed is he that
watcheth, and keepeth his garments, lest he walk This is quite amazing, since John the Revelator
naked, and they see his shame.
devotes practically all of Chapters 17-19 to
colourful descriptions of this last Beast, which
16 And he gathered them together into a place is the reincarnation of the ancient Babylonian
called in the Hebrew tongue Armageddon.
debt-usury system, of which the Federal Reserve
System is a major component. These two chapI repeat: nowhere in the Bible is there any hint ters go into great detail, describing the "Empire
of two judgment days. But the Post-Trib Millen- of Merchants." The United Nations, which is
nialists are logically forced to assert a Judgment under the control of the Eighth Beast, the House
Day for the Beast and False Prophet, with all of of Rothschild, is also a part of this vision.
their minions, PLUS a Judgment Day for the
minions of Gog and Magog, a thousand years While the Apocalyptic Succession of beasts
later! This 1,000-year hiatus between two judg- follow each other in chronological order through
ment events is the inherent flaw of Millennial- the pages of history and Bible Prophecy, only
ism. Of course, these Millennialists totally ignore one of these beasts exists during the period of

T
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18 That ye may eat the flesh of kings, and the
flesh of captains, and the flesh of mighty men,
and the flesh of horses, and of them that sit on
them, and the flesh of all men, both free and
bond, both small and great.
19 And I saw the beast, and the kings of the
earth, and their armies, gathered together to
make war against him that sat on the horse [Jesus
Christ], and against his army.
20 And the beast was taken, and with him the
false prophet that wrought miracles before him,
with which he deceived them that had received
the mark of the beast, and them that worshipped
the End Times. That is the Eighth Beast, the his image. These both were cast alive into a lake
house of Rothschild, which is the reigning of fire burning with brimstone.
"beast" of this Tribulation period. This Beast also
symbolizes the Babylonian Debt-Usury System, 21 And the remnant were slain with the sword
which has re-emerged upon the historical scene, of him that sat upon the horse, which sword
although few Bible interpreters make this con- proceeded out of his mouth: and all the fowls
nection, since they do everything possible to were filled with their flesh.
avoid implicating the Jews as one of the "beasts."
So, the international banking empire of the
The False Prophet is easily identified. It is a House of Rothschild (8th Beast) and the twin set
specific reference to false religions, especially of false religions (Judaism and Judeo-Christianas personified in Judaism and Judeo-Christianity. ity, taken together as the False Prophet, because
Both of these religious ideologies prophesy of perverting God's Holy Word) are to be cast
falsely about the meaning of Scripture in the End into the lake of fire. Now, ordinarily, being cast
Times (eschatology). The Catholic Church is a into the lake of fire should be considered the
major part of the False Prophet entity. I include FINAL END of these two beings/entities, as this
Universalism and Ecumenism as being part of implies total destruction. The problem of interthe False Prophet, as these latter two heretical pretation for the Post-Trib Millennialists occurs
doctrines are shared by numerous misguided in Chapter 20, which seems to suggest a second
denominations. The False Prophet is False Reli- tribulation period, which would occur after one
gion issuing False Statements about Scriptural thousand years, when the Dragon is released
Prophecy. This would certainly include Judaism from its chains.
and all of the Judeo-Christian denominations,
for they have swallowed Jewish lies like hungry Let's read:
fish! Islam, Hinduism and Buddhism would also
fall under this umbrella, because they do not 1 And I saw an angel come down from heaven,
having the key of the bottomless pit and a great
accept Jesus Christ as the Son of God.
chain in his hand.
"Who is a liar but he that denieth that Jesus is
2 And he laid hold on the dragon, that old
the Christ?" - I John 2:22.
serpent, which is the Devil, and Satan, and bound
Now, with an understanding of who the Beast him a thousand years,
and the False Prophet are, let us now reconsider
3 And cast him into the bottomless pit, and shut
Rev. 19:
him up, and set a seal upon him, that he should
17 And I saw an angel standing in the sun; and deceive the nations no more, till the thousand
he cried with a loud voice, saying to all the fowls years should be fulfilled: and after that he must
that fly in the midst of heaven, Come and gather be loosed a little season.
yourselves together unto the supper of the great
God;
( Page 4 )

Now, since these verses follow on the heels of
the prose of Chapter 19, everyone assumes that
Chapter 20:1-3 is a chronological continuation
of the story in Chapter 19. But few Judeo-Christian interpreters have read the Apocalypse carefully enough to understand that this Apocalypse
is composed of several ongoing plots and subplots. The Seven Church Ages announce the first
major plot.

skin, then it is compelling, because it has already
been demonstrated that these chips can cause
cancerous lesions!!! Verse 3 describes people
having "dead blood," which I believe is a reference to vaccinations, which actually destroy our
immune systems!! Verse 4 says the "rivers and
springs will turn to blood." This could easily
mean pre and post-natal diseases, including
diseases caused by vaccinating infants. Autism,
degenerative diseases, and childhood asthma
The Seven Beasts and the Eighth Beast, listed would fall into this category, as these diseases
above, combine to make another major plot; and are related to toxicity and invasive medical
this plot is revisited sub-plot, which occurs three "treatment," such as vaccination.
or four times in various chapters. You have to
read each Chapter carefully to see if one of these Verse 8 describes a Coronal Mass Ejection
plots or sub-plots is being revisited. Generally (CME), a gigantic solar flare from the sun, which
speaking, the Apocalypse is a prophetic chrono- will scorch the earth with fire. (For the rest of
graph of history, but this chronograph is repeat- the interpretation, see Revelation Unfolded.)
edly interrupted by these other themes. So, it is
important to keep these themes separated from The first three plagues are things that we are
one another and not to mix them up with the going through right now, while the solar flare is
chronograph.
due, according to some sun observers, in 2012.
When these themes are revisited, the chronograph is interrupted several times in different
chapters of the Apocalypse. The Beast and the
False Prophet also combine to make a??????
This is like a movie that tells several different
stories at the same time. The movie cuts away
from one story to another, giving us bits and
pieces of each sub-plot, with all of the sub-plots
converging at the end of the story, when all of
the sub-plots fit into the big picture.
Nor do most Bible scholars understand that the
Book of Revelation contains FLASHFORWARDS AND FLASHBACKS. I explain this
concept and thoroughly document it in "Revelation Unfolded." Understanding this, you will see
that the entire content of Chapter Sixteen is a Chapter 16 gives us the details of the Last
flash forward to the End Times.
Plagues in a flash forward. Chapter 17 then goes
into a description of the Great Whore, Babylon
Chapters 15 and 16 deal with the Seven Last the Great, the international banking and mercanPlagues, announcing them ahead of time, and tile empire of the New World Order. All of the
then describing in detail what it will be like when Seven Last Plagues, the Battle of Armageddon,
the plagues arrive. Chapter 15 announces the and the Judgment of the Great Whore will
seven bowls (which pour out the plagues) and probably happen simultaneously in the very near
then digresses into a description of Yahweh's future. We are presently seeing food riots (famheavenly throne. Then Chapter 16 gives us the ine) and economic collapse as we speak!
details of the Seven Last Plagues as a flash
forward. For example, Verse 2 describes the skin
Sorting Out the Language
lesions of those who accept the Mark of the
Beast. If this a prophecy concerning the current Note, first, that the subject of the first three
fad of having RFID chips implanted under our verses of Chapter 20 is the DRAGON, which is
( Page 5 )

identified as "the Devil and Satan." This is not
the same as the Beast or the False Prophet. The
Dragon is a spiritual entity, which lives continuously throughout the entire Book of Revelation
narrative, while the 8th Beast and False Prophet
are earthly institutions that develop during the
latter days. While it is certainly true that Satan
has his earthly representatives, it must be remembered that Satan is a spiritual entity, not a
banking syndicate or a collection of religious
denominations.
Let's continue with Rev. 20:

before they fell. Some of us will actually live
through the Great Tribulation and Judgment Day
and be thus glorified!!! This is what Paul means
when he says we, the "living," will meet these
disembodied souls (the "dead") "in the clouds"!
(I Thess. 4:17.)
Praise Yahweh! I can't wait for the day, even
though it may be dreadful and terrible to behold!
His Remnant will be saved! Since verses 4-6
describe the martyrdom of the Reformers at the
hands of the Catholic Church, these verses are
also a flashback to those days.

4 And I saw thrones, and they sat upon them,
and judgment was given unto them: and I saw
the souls of them that were beheaded for the
witness of Jesus, and for the word of God, and
which had not worshipped the [sixth] beast,
neither his image, neither had received his mark
upon their foreheads, or in their hands; and they
lived and reigned with Christ a thousand years.
The Sixth Beast was Rome, which had placed
the mark of excommunication upon those who
refused to do business with this beast; and Papal
Rome was the reigning beast during the Reformation. Verse 4 is describing the Sixth beast and
the Reformation. So the Protestant Reformers
(saints) lived during this long period, even
though many of them were beheaded for their
beliefs. It was these Reformers who had the true
Christian Faith. Everyone else was spiritually
"dead."
5 But the rest of the dead lived not again until
the thousand years were finished. This is the first
resurrection.
6 Blessed and holy is he that hath part in the first
resurrection: on such the second death hath no
power, but they shall be priests of God and of
Christ, and shall reign with him a thousand years.

So, while the Catholic Church reigned as the
Sixth Beast, the Dragon was imprisoned in the
underworld for a Thousand Years. This is a
historical event. The Dragon is Satan, but since
Judaism is the Synagogue of Satan, this verse is
telling us that the power of the Synagogue of
Satan will be curtailed for a thousand years!
The Spirit of Judaism is the Babylonian Talmud
and its Babylonian Debt-Usury system. Satan is
the Spirit that animates Mystery Babylon (Rev.
17:1-5.) During the era of the Holy Roman
Empire, the Jewish Debt-Usury System was held
in check, unable to prey upon whole Christian
nations, although the Jews were able to establish
small-scale usury operations within the duchies
and earldoms of the Holy Roman Empire. But
these were the exception rather than the rule;
and, when it was done, it was usually done in
secret, against the declared policy of the Papacy
and the rest of the Holy Roman Empire. Occasionally, a nobleman would need money to pay
off gambling debts or to cover some expenses;
and he would turn to a Jewish banker for funds.
When he did this, he would risk incurring the
wrath of the other noblemen and also that of the
Vatican.

From today's perspective, the saints and martyrs
of the Protestant Reformation, the "first resurrection," are already in "heaven," i.e., qualified for
eternal life. Although in a disembodied state,
they are, like us, waiting for the Judgment Day
to come about to bring in the Era of Eternal Life,
so that they can be resurrected in the flesh, when
we will be given bodies surrounded and protected by the Holy Spirit. This protection will give He would also risk losing his property if he
our literal flesh bodies an immortal status, which couldn’t pay his debts, so many financially
is what Yahweh had intended for Adam and Eve troubled noblemen did turn to Jewish money( Page 6 )

lenders for "help." This type of small-scale usury lend money to Christian nations, for the purpose
did go on during this period, but nothing like the of making war against Napoleon.
banker to the nations status that the Rothschilds
It was not until after the Napoleonic Wars that
have achieved.
Christian Europe collectively dropped its guard
There were times when the local banking oper- against Jewish usury. Austria, Italy, Spain, and
ation expanded into a city-wide business. The the various German principalities were forced to
city-states of Medieval Europe were essentially borrow money from Jewish bankers in order to
independent states. Due to the nature of the pay for their national defence against Napoleon's
feudalistic system, peasants were tied to their marauding armies. Russia, especially, had a strict
plots of land; and travel was restricted. Besides policy against usury; and many pogroms against
armies, only noblemen, merchants, and church Jews occurred in Russia after Jewish moneylendleaders travelled extensively; and this was often ers defied the law and pauperised the peasants
dangerous, due to the highwaymen and rene- with their money lending activities.
gades in the countryside.
The Czars of Russia never did borrow a dime
from any Jewish moneylenders. For this insolence, Jacob Schiff, a Rothschild banker agent,
financed the Japanese against Russia during the
Japanese-Russian War. Later, the Rothschilds
financed the Bolshevik coup, which was nothing
else than Jewish vengeance taken out against
Christian Russia.

The fact that the Jews were repeatedly driven out
of these city-states is proof that they were not
able to gain a major foothold within them. Both
Church and Monarchy strictly forbade the practice of usury, which had always been the exclusive province of the Jews (and still is). During
this time, neither the Papacy nor the Kings and
Queens of the Holy Roman Empire needed any
money from the Jews. This is why Queen Isabella had no difficulty evicting the Jews from Spain.
She could have had them all killed. Spain was
rich in gold and other goods from the spoils of
colonialism. To Isabella, the Jews were a pestilence, so she got rid of the pest. Would that
governments today could so easily get rid of the
pestilence!
The other monarchies procured all the money
they needed through taxation; and the Church
derived its income from the various monarchies.
Also, the Roman Catholic Church derived income from the selling of indulgences, the collection basket, and from the spoils of war, which
would include the Crusades. Given this economic situation, the 8th Beast could not emerge until
the prohibitions against usury were lifted; and
this began to happen under Napoleon, who both
liberated the Jews from the ghetto system and
created the opportunity for the Rothschilds to

When the Napoleonic war was finally over,
Europe was devastated and in great debt to one
Jewish banking family in particular: the Rothschilds. War-weary Europe, now heavily in debt
to the Rothschilds and other Jewish bankers, was
forced to continue doing business with the devil.
Thus, it was the Holy Roman Empire which had
held this Dragon in check, and it lasted from 800
AD until about 1804 AD, or, just a little over
1000 years.
7 And when the thousand years are expired,
Satan shall be loosed out of his prison,
The Napoleonic Wars were the death knell of the
Holy Roman Empire. The final nail was hammered into the coffin in 1804. What happened
in the year 1804?
It was during the Napoleonic Wars that Napoleon issued orders that the Jews living in their
various countries should be liberated from the
ghettoes. Furthermore, they were to receive
equal citizenship with Christians, thus overturning centuries of anti-Jewish tradition. This was
a very unpopular move by Napoleon, but it
earned him some much-needed capital, to continue funding the war. Many anxious Jewish
communities readily paid bribes to Napoleon's
army to acquire this highly coveted liberty.
Realizing the Army's need for these provisional
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funds, Napoleon quipped, "An army travels on
its stomach." This was a quid pro quo between
the Jewish ghettoes and Napoleon. Few history
books mention this exchange of funds for ghetto
liberation, because for the Jewish community, it
was most certainly a policy of bribery; and this
is too embarrassing for modern Jews to admit,
as they are always denying that they use their
money to manipulate nations through bribery or
extortion. If they admit that they did it once, the
natural question is, "How often do you do this?"
The Jewish ghettoes were willing to pay, and
Napoleon needed the money. History books
never mention the fact that Jewish control of
international finance is the true source of international strife.

Charlemagne was first crowned on Christmas
Day in 800 AD by Pope Leo III, all of the
succeeding Emperors had been crowned by the
contemporary reigning Pope. The scene was set
in Paris, France, 1804. The reigning Pope was
Pius VII. As the ceremony to crown Napoleon
proceeded, Pope Pius VII lifted the crown,
intending to place it upon Napoleon's head, but,
in one of history's most bizarre moments, the
assembled audience stood aghast as Napoleon
snatched the crown out of the Pope's hands! He
then crowned himself with his own two hands.
This act symbolized two very important facts:

The Pope no longer had the power to crown
monarchs and Napoleon was declaring his indeNear the conclusion of the first stage of the pendence from the Holy Roman Empire.
Napoleonic Wars, and at the height of his imperial power, it came time for Napoleon to be
To be Continued
crowned as the new Holy Roman Emperor. Since

From Genesis To Genocide:
Destiny Of The Jews (Part 2)
By
Andrew Carrington-Hitchcock
To identify
the genocide
that is going
to befall the
Jews, I quote
these
scriptures in
closing:

Matthew 13:38 – The field is the world; the good
seed are the children of the kingdom; but the
tares are the children of the wicked [one];
Matthew 13:39 – The enemy that sowed them
is the devil; the harvest is the end of the world;
and the reapers are the angels.
Matthew 13:40 – As therefore the tares are
gathered and burned in the fire; so shall it be in
the end of this world.

Matthew 13:41 – The Son of man shall send
1 John 2:22 – Who is a liar but he that denieth
forth his angels, and they shall gather out of his
that Jesus is the Christ? He is antichrist, that
kingdom all things that offend, and them which
denieth the Father and the Son.
do iniquity;
Matthew 13:36 – Then Jesus sent the multitude
Matthew 13:42 – And shall cast them into a
away, and went into the house: and his disciples
furnace of fire: there shall be wailing and
came unto him, saying, Declare unto us the
gnashing of teeth.
parable of the tares of the field.
Matthew 13:43 – Then shall the righteous shine
Matthew 13:37 – He answered and said unto
forth as the sun in the kingdom of their Father.
them, He that soweth the good seed is the Son
Who hath ears to hear, let him hear.
of man;
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Matthew 15:12 – Then came his disciples, and any remaining of the house of Esau; for Yahweh
said unto him, Knowest thou that the Pharisees (the Lord) hath spoken it.
were offended, after they heard this saying?
Malachi 4:1 – For, behold, the day cometh, that
Matthew 15:13 – But he answered and said, shall burn as an oven; and all the proud, yea, and
Every plant, which my heavenly Father hath not all that do wickedly, shall be stubble: and the day
that cometh shall burn them up, saith Yahweh
planted, shall be rooted up.
(the Lord of hosts), that it shall leave them
neither root not branch.
These scriptures clearly identify the Jews and
their fate. The reference to them as the daughter
of Babylon in Psalms 137:8 is also interesting
when one considers the Jews most holy book,
“the Babylonian Talmud.”

Matthew 23:33 – [Ye] serpents, [ye] generation
of vipers, how can ye escape the damnation of
hell?

Whilst we are all bombarded on a daily basis
with the Jews alleged holocaust of six million in
World War 2, we can now see the holocaust that
they are truly afraid of and the reason why they
mention the alleged World War 2 holocaust so
often. The Jews are hoping Yahweh will believe
they have already had the holocaust prophesied
in scripture, in the same way they hoped their
lies that Yahweh was their father would be
believed by Jesus Christ in John 8:41.

Matthew 23:34 – Wherefore, behold, I send
unto you prophets, and wise men, and scribes:
and [some] of them ye shall kill and crucify; and
[some] of them shall ye scourge in your
synagogues, and persecute [them] from city to
city:
But as we can see in the scriptures above the
destiny of the Jews is to go from Genesis to
Matthew 23:35 – That upon you may come all genocide, receiving the holocaust they truly fear
the righteous blood shed upon the earth, from and the one that is divinely ordained.
the blood of righteous Abel unto the blood of
Zacharias son of Barachias, whom ye slew I did three Bloodlines shows with my co-host,
between the temple and the altar.
Pastor Eli James, on this article which you can
download individually below:
Matthew 23:36 – Verily I say unto you, All
these things shall come upon this generation.

Psalms 137:7 – Remember, O Yahweh (Lord),
the children of Edom in the day of Jerusalem; From Genesis To Genocide: Destiny Of The
who said, Rase it, rase it, even to the foundation Jews, Part 1
thereof.
From Genesis To Genocide: Destiny Of The
Psalms 137:8 – O daughter of Babylon, who art Jews, Part 2
to be destroyed; happy shall he be, that rewardeth
thee as thou hast served us.
From Genesis To Genocide: Destiny Of The
Jews, Part 3
Psalms 137:9 – Happy shall he be, that taketh
and dasheth thy little ones against the stones.
You can download all the Bloodlines shows at
the Bloodlines page here
Obadiah 18 – And the house of Jacob shall be
a fire, and the house of Joseph a flame, and the The Bloodlines show is broadcast on Sunday at
house of Esau for stubble, and they shall kindle 13:30 GMT on www.eurofolkradio.com along
in them, and devour them; and there shall not be with many other great shows, check out the
schedule and listen to the live streaming here.
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If you wish to read more on ancient history and
its influence on the world today, my book, “In
The Name Of Yahweh,” is available by clicking
here.
The New Ensign is grateful to Andrew Hitchock
for permission to publish his article - next edition
will include an extract from In The Name of
Yahweh. Click on the book for purchase details.
The End OS22601

Harold Stough Notes
King John's Last Will and Testament written on behalf of King John in
October 1216?
Did you know that the oldest surviving original 13 men to oversee the fulfilment of his wishes.
English royal will was that of King John of Here is the text of his will, in English:
Magna Carta fame?
In the autumn of 1216, with the kingdom still
embroiled in civil war, King John fell ill,
probably of dysentery, while in the prosperous
and, more importantly, friendly to the Crown,
port and town of Lynn. His illness steadily
worsened as he made his way back through
Lincolnshire, making it as far as the bishop of
Lincoln’s castle at Newark just over the border
in Nottinghamshire. Then, on the 18th or 19th
of October (depending on which sources are to
be believed) John eventually succumbed to his I, John, by the grace of God king of England,
lord of Ireland, duke of Normandy and
illness.
Aquitaine, count of Anjou, hindered by grave
infirmity and not being able at this time of my
infirmity to itemize all my things so that I may
make a testament, commit the arbitration and
administration of my testament to the trust and
to the legitimate administration of my faithful
men whose names are written below, without
whose counsel, even in good health, I would
have by no means arranged my testament in their
presence, so that what they will faithfully
arrange and determine concerning my things as
much as in making satisfaction to God and to
holy Church for damages and injuries done to
Newark Castle, Nottinghamshire by the
them as in sending succour to the land of
River Trent
Jerusalem and in providing support to my sons
towards obtaining and defending their
In the last days before his death John had his will
inheritance and in making reward to those who
drawn up. In it he specifically stated that the
have served us faithfully and in making
gravity of his illness prevented him from
distribution to the poor and to religious houses
drawing up an itemized will, so instead he named
( Page 10 )

for the salvation of my soul, be right and sure. I
ask, furthermore, that whoever shall give them
counsel and assistance in the arranging of my
testament shall receive the grace and favour of
God. Whoever shall infringe their arrangement
and disposition, may he incur the curse and
indignation of almighty God and the blessed
Mary and all the saints.
In the first place, therefore, I desire that my body
be buried in the church of St Mary and St
Wulfstan at Worcester. I appoint, moreover, the
following arbiters and administrators: the lord
Guala, by the grace of God, cardinal-priest of the
title of St Martin and legate of the apostolic see;
the lord Peter bishop of Winchester; the lord
Richard bishop of Chichester; the lord Silvester
bishop of Worcester; Brother Aimery de StMaur; William Marshal earl of Pembroke;
Ranulf earl of Chester; William earl Ferrers;
William Brewer; Walter de Lacy and John of
Monmouth; Savaric de Mauléon; Falkes de
Bréauté.
If concessions are made for the practice of
sealing rather than signing documents, this is a
valid will as we would know it today. It fulfils
all the criteria: that the person writing the will
must be 18 or over; that they make it voluntarily;
be of sound mind; make it in writing; sign it in
the presence of two witnesses who are both over
18; and have it signed by their two witnesses, in
their presence. Perhaps, following the use of the
Latin word ‘testamentum’ in this document, we
should refer to it as a ‘testament’ rather than a
‘will’. Our modern use of the word ‘will’ links
back to the Old English phrase ‘ic wille’ (I
desire), used in the Anglo-Saxon period in
documents directing the disposal of one’s
property after one’s death.
The document itself is small, around the size of
a postcard. From the fold at the bottom and the
slits found there, the royal seal clearly once hung
from the bottom of the will, likely accompanied
by the seals of the 8 appointed executors present
at the drawing up of the will. With only half of
the kingdom under royal control at his death, one
of the responsibilities of the men chosen to
execute John’s last will lay ‘in providing support
to [his] sons towards obtaining and defending
their inheritance’. Among the 13 overseers we
find named Guala (d. 1227), the papal legate,
and the future regent, William Marshal, Earl of

The alleged poisoning of King

John by a monk of Swineshead
Abbey
Pembroke (d. 1219). Both men played a major
part in securing the throne for Henry III,
including being instrumental in the 1216 reissue
of Magna Carta.
The End OS17588
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Jesus And The Law
John Trotter of Winmalee, Australia

F

OR the purpose of this article I will be
referring to only those words that Jesus
Christ uttered in Matthew. There are
many parallel quotes found in the other 3 Gospels. There are a number of points that will be
commented upon at first.
These points are: One of the reasons why Christ
was in constant conflict with the religious authorities was over the fact that they relied upon
the "traditions of men"(Mark 7:8). These traditions were made up of laws that
had come from Babylon. The
number of extra laws ran to
about 600. These laws were in
conflict with the Laws that God
gave to Moses. It must be realised that only the Ceremonial
Laws were done away with at
the time when Christ died on the
Cross. These Laws are mentioned in Ephesians 2:15 and
Colossians 2:14. If these 2 distinctions are not realised then
there will arise confusion over
the matter of Law and Grace. If
Grace is unmerited favour and
the Law of God is truth (Psalm
119: 42) they then still apply
today. The final point is, if all the Laws have
been done away with, then why we are experiencing the curses of the Law due to disobedience (Deuteronomy 30:19). We cannot expect
God's Laws to be implemented today because
we are presently living under the Babylonian
system. Under the New Covenant with Israel we
will have these Laws written into our minds and
hearts (Hebrews 8:8-11).

ance and the remission or pardoning of sins. It
is interesting that the first time the words of
Christ are mentioned is in reference to His own
baptism and the last words given is in reference
to the Baptism of the Holy Spirit upon those
who are to be witnesses to the uttermost part of
the earth (Acts 1:8).
The first direct reference to the word Law is
read in Matthew 5:17-18. The Law referred to
here is not the ceremonial Law , but rather to all
those other Laws that are to do
with the affairs of the nation, our
relationship to God and to our
neighbour. The reference to the
"jot and tittle" clearly shows that
not even the smallest alphabetical letter of the Law will pass
away neither will the "dot" over
the letter "i" pass away. Verse
19 states that those who believe
the Law is done away will be
least in the Kingdom of Heaven.
That is, they will not reign with
Him on this earth. The following verses , including many in
chapters 6 and 7 show that
Christ is to be seen as a strict
enforcer of the Laws that would
not be accepted under the present standard of
political correctness. This coming King of the
nations will rule with a Rod of Iron (Revelation
2:27).
In Matthew 18:6 Jesus again is using strong
language regarding the offense of causing a
child to sin. He says that it would be better that
a stone be placed around his neck and be
drowned in the sea. Such statements like that
from a prominent person would be headlines
with the expectation of court proceedings. We
can only wonder what Christ said on many other
occasions which has not been handed down to
us. Refer to John 21:25 for a statement relating
to all the things that Jesus did. I am sure that
Christ upset many of the well-known leaders of
His day.

The first recorded mention of Christ's words are
Matthew 3:15. This verse refers to His baptism
and the word righteousness is used. Synonym to
righteousness are the words equity and justification. Righteousness and the Law are closely
associated as shown in Psalm 119:142, 172. In
Luke 24:13-53 we have the story of Christ witnessing to His disciples on the road to Emmaus.
Later on we are told how He appeared to the 11
disciples and spoke to them about the fact that If we are to believe that Jesus Christ was in "the
Christ was mentioned in the Law of Moses, the beginning with God" and He being the Word
prophets and the Psalms. He spoke of repent- became flesh (John 1:1-14), then the means of
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punishment expressed in the Old Testament
would have been agreed to by Jesus Christ.
When Christ comes back, He will be as King
with Sovereignty, Authority and Power. His
dealings with those who desire to dethrone God
would be considered quite inhumane. Those
who are the Tares (Matthew 13), represent an
insignificant percentage of the world's population of 7 billion.

and the fact that they sat in Moses's seat agreeing to laws that only placed burdens on the
people. It is of interest that F. Fenton's version
says that they have usurped the seat of Moses.
Even John Macarthur's commentary says:"they have seated themselves in Moses' "seat"
emphasising that this is an imaginary authority
they claim for themselves ". So much more
could be said regarding this chapter.

The next direct reference to the Law as uttered
by Christ is Matthew 22:36-40. These verses
can be read in Deuteronomy 6:5 and Leviticus
19:18. These 2 commands of Love is comprised
in all the writings of the Law and the Prophets.
John 14:15 says, "If ye love me, keep my Commandments". The word Love here is "agape"
and it means love in a social or moral sense.
Before any one decides to believe that Christ is
harsh when it comes to the Law, read Matthew
23:23 to the end of the chapter. The weightier
matters of the Law are justice, compassion and
the conviction of truth. What hypocrites these
Pharisees were. Conditions on the earth without
the Law is referred to in Matthew 24:38-39. The
mystery of iniquity or lawlessness is controlling
the affairs of this world. The modern day Pharisees are in control of the Ship of State.

It is such a great pity that when the Law is
mentioned today by the churches they are generally referring to the Ten Commandments. Virtually nothing is said concerning the financial
and economic Laws. The Bible has so much to
say regarding these matters. In passing, Christ
did not agree with usury (interest) as is so often
believed. Even the issues of the tithes and freewill offerings are misunderstood. Little is even
known about the heave tithe.
To conclude this article I will quote the
following verses Psalm 19:7 and Romans 3:31.
They say: The law of The Lord is perfect,
converting the soul: the testimony of the Lord
is sure, making wise the simple and do we then
make void the law through faith? God forbid:
yea, we establish the law. I will leave the matter
up to you for these 2 verses say it all.

In Matthew 23 Jesus uses some of the strongest
words to describe the hypocrisy, outward show
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German Victims (Deutsche Opfer)
From Our Midlands’ Correspondent
MUST represent the lies of the Allies about
Germany, dictated by the Jews and the U.S.
government. The plan was and is, since 1871, to
destroy the successful German empire and a
large percentage of its people and bring the Jews
closer to world rule while making the Germans
the sacrificial lamb for this hideous worlddestroying strategy. Any lie will do, because
Jews are taught in their Holy Book, the Talmud,
that they should lie and deceive gentiles if it
benefits them. And does it not?
DID YOU KNOW?

Did You Know?

T

HAT GERMANY is a U.S/British (City
of London) occupied country for 70
years now and is not allowed to speak
history truth in many areas of the Reich and
WWII? The U.S. corporation “Bundesrepublik”

That hundreds if not thousands of books from
truth speakers have been “burned” and forbidden
in Germany and other European countries with
stiff fines or prison for disobeying this dictate?
And that the BRD (Bundesrepublik
Deutschland) calls itself a land where there is
‘freedom of speech?’
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That publishers, speakers, musicians, and writers
who present certain WWII history TRUTH are
constantly harassed, dragged into court,
imprisoned, haunted down their whole life and
often financially ruined in European countries
with the imprisonment in Germany?

to destroy the German commerce to eliminate
the competition to England by spreading
preposterous lies against Germans since German
ingenuity and product quality was second to
none and impossible to attack?

That to be a Nazi was not a bad thing at all; to
the contrary, the Nazis were the most honourable
Germans due to the teachings of their honourable
leader Adolf Hitler. That “Nazi” is used in an
inverted way as an epithet to call people ‘evil’
and threaten them? Never mind being called a
Nazi. I’d be proud to be called a Nazi now.
That for decades the ADL (Jewish) and other
such organizations have been working on taking
America’s free speech away and that free speech That Churchill said before WWII that not only
is only hanging on a thin thread?
the German empire but also the German people
That Germany must do whatever the Allies say must be destroyed because they are too
successful?
or it ‘will be bombed?’
That Germany is not allowed a peace treaty in
order to keep it a slave to the occupiers Russia,
France, England and leader USA who is the main
abuser of the Germans?
That if you are German you have more to be
proud of than any other nation? And that the
great German culture in newer times spans 1,000
years?
That the most prolific people in literature,
science, art and music were Germans?
That the Germans lived in Palestine before the
Jews? And that the Jews slaughtered the
Germans (OT battles) and stole their history /
mythology and made it their own and changed
the meaning and made it into the bible for their
purpose and plan?

That Germany was not responsible for WWI and
yet it was blamed and punished with unbearable
reparations by the Bully Allied Leaders, of
which the last payments were only recently paid
off for WWI? Not to mention the debt of WWII
for Germany for which it was not responsible!
And what about the billions of reparations paid
for the Jewish Holocaust that does not exist? The
Germans have been robbed by the Jews for
centuries!
That the Jews had the best treatment in Germany
of all European nations? And how ungrateful
they were to the Germans, these vipers!
That the Germans were very accepting of the
Jews until they found out what the Jews did to
them behind their backs?

That the fire of the Reichstag was most likely a
That England declared, soon after the German
Jewish/Communist attack?
kingdoms united in 1871 into one empire (Reich)
that it can chop up the German Empire, hinting That the burning of the synagogues was possibly
at their plans early to make war against Germany? a false flag attack (Jews set them on fire
themselves as they were leaving Germany) to
That England than proceeded to defame the
get compensation for the old synagogues? The
people of the German Empire (First Reich to the
German people as a whole would have never
Third Reich) with the Jewish press with
done this. The Germans are not Jews!
supposed cruelty by the Germans in former wars
That Communism is a Jewish invention and the
to instigate hate against the Germans?
master plan to murder people and destroy nations
That most of the press in Germany was Jewish,
under hidden Jewish direction by using
going back centuries? That the Jews had a strong
policemen, military, officials of all types and
grip on the German kingdoms and the First and
people with power to harass, intimidate, harm,
Second Reich financially? And that they sucked
beat, execute, murder, and destroy individuals
the lifeblood out of the Germans?
and the masses under their own government?
That the Jewish Banking / British Empire / That the first step is to eliminate free speech?
Jewish media proceeded to go on a media binge That another step is to take fire arms away?
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That Communism has not gone away; to the
contrary, it has increased but has gone
underground and its murder weapons have
changed (mental disabling and killing with
chemicals in food, water, and the air. Chemtrails
spraying nano-technology to be ingested.
Destroying brains with pharmacology.
Increasing cancer numbers. Hidden sterilization
with vaccinations. Cancer injected with needles
or vaccinations.) That the United States is
infested with Communism, and so is Europe.

in response to the Jewish murder sprees where
the Jews came in gangs and raped, robbed,
murdered and put homes and farms on fire?
That the Jews were planning to overthrow
Germany and make it into another Soviet Union
at the end of WWI and had accomplished to
solicit Millions of war-poor and hungry Germans
with promises into the German (Jewish)
Communist party?

That leaders like Martin Luther King and Nelson
Mandela, revered and promoted as good (by the
Jews) were actually communist criminals and
deceivers trained to mislead blacks into hate
against whites in order to bring about racial wars
‘at the right time’? That the main MO of
Communist Jews is to turn race against race,
religion against religion, poor against the middle
class, the average citizen against the rich,
farmers against merchants, Protestants against
Catholics, citizens against the Police, etc. Then
the Jews hide and watch. When the slaughter is That Communist leaders Jews Rosa Luxemburg
(above) and Karl Liebknecht who tried to
over, they come and take over.
overthrow Germany after WWI and turn it into
That it was not a Russian Revolution but a another Jewish-Soviet Slave State are revered by
Jewish Revolution? That the Jews had the “German” (really Jewish-US) government
overthrown Russia, created the Soviet Union, and sorrow faces are displayed at memorials for
and orchestrated and murdered since 1916 until them, while they never have a memorial for the
the end of the Soviet Union between 66 Million 6 Million German soldiers who lost their lives
to 120 Million people of many races in Russia, in WWII?
including millions of German-Russians and
Germans from the Reich? It was the greatest That Adolf Hitler recognized in his youth in
Vienna that it was the Jews who were
ethnic cleansing on earth.
Communists and that they set out to destroy
That after the Jews created the Soviet Union, Europe and make Germany into another Soviet
they tried to create a Communist Germany and Union?
murdered many Germans? And that Adolf Hitler
That Adolf Hitler had a gigantic heart of love for
saw what they were up to?
people? That he was the first who campaigned
That the Germans founded the farming and against smoking as a cause of cancer? That he
thousands of German towns in the Ukraine, on was very sensitive toward animals? That he
the Krim, by the Volga, and in Siberia around established laws to protect animals in medical
1800 by invitation of Catherin the Great and built research? That he was a vegetarian?
the ‘Russian Bread Basket?’ That the Ukraine
alone had 1.5 Million ethnic Germans at the turn That Adolf Hitler was a Catholic and remained
in the church until the end of his life even though
of the 20th century?
he had a few spats with the Roman church
That the Jewish-Soviet government murdered regarding some of the Christian teachings that
Millions of Germans in the Ukraine starting in were destructive to the German spirit? He
1916, then in the famines in the 20s and 30s, in rejected the Old Testament as purely Jewish
the civil wars after WWI, in the massive teaching, not Christian. That the building of
execution sprees starting in the 30s, as POWs churches was flourishing during his reign? That
and kidnapped civilians during and after WWII he was admired by many Christian church
in the Gulags in Siberia?
leaders? That he was a man of high values and
That the pogroms (anti-Jewish laws) in Russia honour?
against the Jews in the early 20th century were
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That Adolf Hitler was fighting the Communist
party before he was elected Chancellor of
Germany and that thousands of Hitler-supporting
Germans were murdered and attacked on the
street by the Communists? That even children in
the Hitler’s Youth were murdered by the
Communists?

That, yes, Hitler wanted the Jews out of
Germany and his ‘final solution for the Jews’
was to send them to Madagascar. This plan was
interrupted due to the war breaking out.

That the Communist Jews in Germany had so
much power that several leaders in Hitler’s party
were shot point blank as they marched toward
the government office trying to overthrow it
without weapons?

Hitler would have
never given his
approval to gas
Jews.”

That all German leaders standing before the
Nuremberg Military Tribunal said up to their
execution that they did not know of an order to
That the Communist members’ youth was exterminate Jews. Even after 20 years of prison,
debased by their elders leading them into early Albert Speer stood by this.
sex and alcohol? Probably prostitution as well.
That
Herman
That after the end of WWI the Jews sold our
Goering said: “The
hungry women and children into prostitution?
gas chambers are a
That about a Million Germans were purposely
propaganda
starved to death after WWI by a food blockade?
swindle.
Adolf

That Adolf Hitler was imprisoned for trying to
put a corrupt government out of action in his
march with his early party members?
That the Jews were enraged when their
Communist party lost and Adolf Hitler’s Brown
Shirts won?

That in 900 typed
pages
in
the
Auschwitz Trial
1963 to 1965 that
all the people on
trial who were involved in some function with
Auschwitz said that they knew nothing of gas
chambers to murder the Jews and that instead
Auschwitz was an exceptionally well-run work
camp.

That the Jews planned and instigated and
dragged out both World Wars to make us much
money as possible with their banking loans and
to have as many people killed as possible, That foreign researchers, historians, gas experts,
and even foreigners that have been incarcerated
primarily Germans?
in a German camp wrote about their experience
That two months after Adolf Hitler was elected, in the concentration camps and proved that the
the Jews of the whole world, including the gas chambers are a fiction?
German Jews (550,000) declared war on
Germany and the German people? And that this That Adolf Hitler had more than 40 attacks on
his life? That there were many Jewish infiltrators
was treason?
and disloyal and sore looser German
That even though this was High Treason and Communists who worked against him?
called for the death penalty, Hitler did not give
the German Jews the death penalty but staged That the photos and pictures presented to the
only a very short boycott against them to flaunt public of “murdered Jews” could be from any
place in Europe, namely from the Polish camps
the power of the German people?
were they murdered Germans or Russians, from
That 400,000 Jews left Germany after Hitler’s the Russian camps where they murdered
response and about 150,000 did not want to Germans and Poles? That there were thousands
leave?
of Gulag camps in Russia and hundreds of camps
That the Jewish star to be worn by the Jews in in Eastern Europe were for decades and after the
Germany was by the request of the Jewish war PRIMARILY GERMANS were murdered,
but also Jews? The death rate in these camps
leadership?
were 50% to 90%?
That the Crystal Night was in response to the
shooting and killing of a German diplomat by a That many pictures of dead Jews presented with
German military personal were collages and
Jew?
pieced together or staged to place Germans in
That the Zionists wanted the German Jews to
the vicinity of corpses? That some of the most
leave and immigrate to Palestine and that many
famous Auschwitz pictures are fakes? That it is
preferred to stay in Germany?
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curious that many of the bodies were naked. It That neither Poland nor Germany started World
is not German culture or custom to dishonour War II but England and France? Poland started
the dead by displaying them naked in heaps.
a local conflict with Germany?
That the most emaciated dead bodies who were
“supposedly starved to death” in the German
camps were the bodies of Typhus victims, and
not necessarily in German camps. Typhus is a
war disease and transmitted by lice due to war
conditions. All people in all camps throughout
Europe were de-liced with some type of
chemical regardless if the camp owners were
German, Russian, Czech, Polish, or any other
nationals. This was done to protect the camp
personnel and the camp internees from Typhus.
It was a protective rather than a destructive
measure.

That Poland had driven off Millions of ethnic
Germans since after WWI from their homeland
Poland? That these people did not only lose their
home country but all their possessions?
That Poland murdered thousands of ethnic
Germans in Poland before September 1939, most
of them brutally tortured to death and Adolf
Hitler knew this and kept trying to negotiate with
Poland to allow Germany access to the former
German territories by means of an Autobahn?
And that the Poles kept attacking the Reich in
the press, kept torturing and murdering the
Germans, and mobilized?

That wanting the Jews out of Germany was a
humane reaction rather than having them all
executed for high treason on the spot? (550,000
German Jews declared war on Germany in
March of 1933!)

That the German scientists were excluded from
competing in world science after WWI to keep
them unsuccessful and silenced? I wonder how
many great Germans in other areas were
suppressed or murdered or kidnapped and taken
That Hitler helped the Jews financially to leave to foreign countries never to be heard of again?
for Palestine and refunded them for all their
property in Germany and paid for the journey to
Palestine until he found out much later what they
did to the Palestinians, and he stopped helping
them to immigrate? He also made a speech about
that, where he bitterly accused the Zionists of
cruelty against the Palestinians!
That Germany was the most successful country
in the world during Adolf Hitler’s reign even
though it had been reduced to a third world
country after WWI, and that the Jews and
England and the US could not tolerate such
‘German success’ while they mismanaged their
own countries, and their people suffered from
poverty and depression because they served the
Jewish bankers, the Federal Reserve Bank, a
private Jewish bank not federal at all? So they
made Hitler into an evil murderer to wipe out all
the good about the Germans.

That the conflict between Poland and Germany
just before WWII was local and not a cause for
a World War? And that the World War was a
plan by the Jews, Britain, Russia, France, and
the U.S.

That Poland started the war with Germany and
not the other way around? Poland attacked the
German border many times during 1939
That per official reports no less than 86,000
WITHOUT the Germans fighting back.
people in Germany have been convicted in 8
years for Holocaust doubt or denial under Jew That on the day the war broke out the Poles had
Paragraph 130 (per Ursula Haverbeck). The stepped on German land pursuing fleeing ethnic
Jew-US runs Germany, and Germans are made Germans and killing them. That this is when
to suffer for having an opinion and for a crime Adolf Hitler said: “Since this morning, we are
their fathers and grand-fathers never committed. shooting back [at the Poles].” (His speech of
Sept. 1, 1939) In other words, Germany did not
That is truly dishonouring the dead!
attack Poland, Germany was attacked and fought
That Germany’s financial success was to a great
back.
extend based on Hitler rejecting the Jewish
That the Soviets kidnapped Millions of German
banking and usury?
men, women and children from the Reich, from
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Poland, from other Eastern countries and
dragged them off to the Russian slave labor
camps, the Gulags, toward the end of WWII and
many years after it? Most of them did not survive.

in Germany by the Americans, Russians, British
and French occupation forces for many months
by the Millions? Many German women and girls
were raped for years after the war by the
That there were many concentration camps in occupation.
the East Bloc countries like Poland, Chechnya, That German police and physicians were not
Hungary, Russia, etc. Also in the West, were allowed in Germany for years after the war?
Germans were tortured to death AFTER THE Only Russians, Jews, Americans, Brits,
WAR in the most horrid ways, including Frenchmen, etc. could “treat” and “protect” our
sexually. And no German government member German people; in other words, our enemies.
speaks of it but keeps falsely accusing the That the fox (the occupier military) was guarding
Germans of the Jewish Holocaust? What slaves the hen house, raping, robbing, treating to death,
they are to the Jews and the US leaders!
neglecting, harming, torturing, beating to death
That the International Criminal Gang (Allies and and executing our innocent and noble German
the Jews) again blamed the war (WWII) on people.
Germany and for 70 years is beating up Germany
and imprisoning Germans who speak the truth
to keep the Germans shut up and enslaved? Not
to mention the billions of reparations the hard
working German slaves have to pay again. What
ethnic abuse!

That thousands of our German scientists have
disappeared, were murdered, and were executed,
along with tens of thousands of our German elite
near the end and for many years after WWII?

That thousands of our German citizens have been
kidnapped by the Allied enemy nations and put
That nearly 6 Million German citizens have been into slave labor camps around the world, and that
starved to death inside of smaller Germany by many of them have never returned home nor
Supreme Commander Jew Dwight Eisenhower have ever been heard of again?
after the war by a food blockade?
That because the Americans have kept the
Germans enslaved with their lies and victory
power, the Jews have won world power and are
now controlling most governments in the world
installing their corrupt and depraved value
system calling it Democracy and Freedom? And
it is clear, the American government is the
co-conspirator in Jewish world dominance! Just
look at all the Jews in our U.S. government, and
all the Western governments!
That the Jews have had a law signed by Bush for
the Jews to kill all American Christians?
That the Jews can cheat non-Jews? That they can
lie to non-Jews? That they can let a non-Jew die
without any attempt to rescue him? That non
Jewish women are filthy in their eyes? That it is
acceptable to have sex with a 3-year old? That
all non-Jews are nothing but cattle? That the best
of the non-Jews deserve to die (our elite)? That
the next best will then be elevated to the position
of “best” and will also deserve to die? Where
will that end? That according to the Jews, the
non-Jews’ only purpose is to serve Jews? That
leaders who collaborate with the Jews have
That while they kept the surrendered German stated that 90 percent of the population of the
soldiers imprisoned and murdered them, (against earth needs to be ELIMINATED? They are not
the Geneva convention to keep them imprisoned talking about reducing birth!!!
after the war) the German women and children That only about 90,000 Jews died of all causes
were brutally and repeatedly, ongoingly raped in WWII compared to 60 Million non-Jews? And
That over 1 Million, more recently the numbers
claimed are 2 Million, German prisoners of war
were living on the ground without any bedding
or protection from the weather and deliberately
starved to death in the American Rheinwiesen
Lager (POW camps on the Rhein banks in
Germany) by Supreme Commander Jew Dwight
Eisenhower to get rid of German men? Not to
mention the British, French, Russian, Polish etc.
POW camps were most German POWs did not
survive.
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that in Germany the Germans of WWII cannot
be publicly mourned? In the more recent
mourning for the victims of the bombing of
Dresden, the demonstrators are harassed and
interrupted by counter-demonstrators with the
support of the treasonous “German” government?

not a god for the white race. The white heathen
race had many gods and admired and
RESPECTED the natural and spiritual world.
That the white race itself was the creator or
co-creator of a good world and was the leading
race in the world.

That the treasonous Communist Pole, Angela That through deception by the Jews, the white
Merkel, said in a speech that “…the German race was subjugated and murdered and brought
people did not deserve a democracy…”
to its knees in Palestine before and after the days
That the Jewish Holocaust is a manipulation tool of Christ.
of the Jews to continue the fabrication that
Germany is the ‘bad guy,’ and must be kept
down. This they do for several reasons, some of
which are: 1) To keep the German empire under
the claws of the Jews and the U.S. 2) To exploit
the Germans financially – work for them while
the Jews-US scoop off the cream from the top 3)
To destroy the German race and culture. 4) To
destroy Europe. 5) To siphon money off
Germany and off the U.S. for the Jews as
victims. 6) To make the Jews the victims so that
everywhere they go they get special privileges
and a ‘handicap’ which has catapulted them into
a deadly world power. 7) For the Jews to rule
over the non-Jews. 8) To destroy the sovereignty
of country after country because the International
Criminal Gang has been so successful with
ruling over Germany while everyone is blind to
it and helps accuse the Germans. 9) To destroy
the sovereignty of the United States. – – – It has
been working and continues to work until the
Jewish Holocaust is fully recognized and
exposed by the Americans as a fraud!

That all the great implementations Adolf Hitler
made to build up an honourable society, the
enemies of mankind apparently are using as a
guide line to implement all the inverted values
with the goal to destroy our society?
That Adolf Hitler was just the opposite of what
the mass media tells us? That he probably was
the most honourable and humane leader in
centuries. Not only that, he was Germany’s
Savior and an extremely intelligent and
personable man. He was an avatar, a genius;
some even call him ‘like a Jesus Christ.’ All his
actions came from his heart and for the love of
his German people.
That because Adolf Hitler and the Nazis were so
grand, so honourable, that the lying International
Criminal Gang – from Jewish Rabbis to Obama
(abusing Germany) to Putin to impersonator
Angela Merkel – does all it can to keep the truth
hidden, persecuting and destroying good honest
people who speak the truth, and hunting down
Nazis (so-called bad people) and processing
them through a Kangaroo Court.

That the wolf is walking around in sheep’s
clothing PRETENDING TO BE A VICTIM. Not taking any of this seriously? I take it very
And that the Jewish god is NOT the Christian seriously!
God. It is a Jewish invention for the benefit of
The End OS22976
the Jews to subdue the non-Jews, and, therefore,

The Strangest Alias In History
From Our Belfast Correspondent

M

ANY REASONS AND MOTIVES
have prompted men to assume other
names. Circumstances have arisen
which, for the sake of protection, have called for
an alias. The hiding of a man's identity beneath
an assumed name has enabled him to pass
unnoticed where recognition would have
involved peril. One of the most difficult tasks of
police authorities is to strip a suspected person
of any aliases under which he or she may have
been living in order to disclose the individual's
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true identity. Men have mysteriously
disappeared from their frequented environments
by the simple device of changing their names.
Memory is short and a person is soon forgotten,
although he may be still living in very close
proximity to his former surroundings. Thus, the
use of an alias is an extremely effective means
of obscuring identity.

every family of the human race. The nations
formed by that people are to become the focal
centre of world destiny upon which the eyes of
the whole world look and to which they turn for
guidance, help and deliverance - yet all the while
their true identity is un recognized. This is no
mere fiction; it is actual truth and fact. With
cynical smile, scoffing word or impatient,
incredulous gesture, men dismiss as the fad of a
fanatic or the warped idea of a crank the
suggestion that, in spite of all their boasted
sagacity, they have failed to identify the bestknown nations in the world. But so it was
intended. How perfectly the alias hides its secret!
How completely the identity remains obscured!

The Reason for the Alias

A Whole Race Disappears
Only once in human history, with its
multitudinous vagaries, has it been recorded that
a whole race completely disappeared from sight,
seeming to leave no trace behind it. So
completely was its identity obliterated that,
although still in existence and better known to
the whole world than any of its contemporaries,
the nations comprising it having a foremost place
in history and envied by those striving for world
dominion, it still passes unrecognised by the
world generally as to its true identity.
A commonwealth of nations and a great nation
living under an alias! Truth is often stranger than
fiction and it would need the pen of a genius and
the imagination of some great writer to vividly
depict and weave into story form this hiding of
nations and the obscuring of their identity while
they unobtrusively play the greatest role that has
even been the lot of any race in the unfolding
drama of human relationships.
How comparatively few who read the bestknown Book in the world have discovered in it
this strange story. How comparatively few have
realized that the Bible contains a story thread at
all, much less that it is the story of the people
created by Almighty God for world service, with
a Divine pledge of imperishability, destined at
the end of its long journey to lead the nations of
the world into the Kingdom of God on earth and
to consummate the Divine purpose of blessing

Surely there must be a reason - an important
reason - for this remarkable alias? Surely behind
what it conceals there must be a Master Mind?
It is that reason and that Master Mind which
make the story live. How thrilling it must be to
pass unnoticed while rubbing shoulders with
one's fellows, listening to what they say about
one, sharing with them things held in common,
all the time wondering at their blindness in
failing to see the obvious. And more so since a
part of the story in the Bible offers a minute
description of the people in question, a vivid
word picture so clear in detail that, once attention
is drawn to it, one wonders how it could ever
have been missed.
It is like the hidden figure intertwined in some
drawing which challenges us to find it. How we
look and turn the drawing about from side to
side, upside down and at every angle. But once
it has been found, it stares out at us every time
we look at it and we wonder how it could have
been possible not to see it before. So it is with
the national alias. The national instruments for
world blessing march down their prescribed
avenues of world history to do a work they could
not have done were it universally known who
they really are.

The Missed Story of the Bible
Because the story of the Bible has been missed,
the story of the alias has been overlooked as well.
How hard it is to wean ourselves away from
traditional beliefs and the confused vocabulary
by which men endeavour to interpret the
Scriptures. Accepted theology has obscured
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perfectly plain meanings and common sense has
become confused by involved explanations and
complicated exegeses. Why not call a spade a
spade; why not believe that God means what He
says and says what He means in intelligible
language. God has planned it that His purposes
shall be perfectly clear to all so that "the
wayfaring men, though fools, shall not err
therein" (Isa. 35:8). When He uses a symbol, He
so states. When He employs figurative language,
it is obvious. When He speaks in terms of literal
history or narrative, He means it to be taken as
such. It is this confusing of vital issues which
has caused the ordinary reader to miss the story
of the Bible. He has been made afraid to take
things literally and, when he has had the courage
to do so, the Church has resented his action as
an infringement of its prerogative to interpret.

A People hidden for 2,520 Years
The strangest alias of history is written in terms
of simple, everyday
language. For over 2,520
years God has had a
people in the world
living under an alias. It
is only now, in the days
in which you and I live,
that the identity of the
people so hidden is due
to be revealed. The
specified time period of
the alias is terminating.
The time for the greatest discovery of history is
at hand. Slowly but surely world events are
lifting the veil and disclosing the origin and the
identity of what has for so long been the greatest
enigma of human happening.
Let us await God's time; it is not for us to run
before history, however eager we may be to
make the facts known. To allow our impatience
to anticipate God is to betray an ignorance of the
Divine purpose or a failure to trust Him to do in
His own way and time what He has promised to
do. It is not for us to play the role of the private
detective, but rather to watch with deepening
interest and wonderment how He is carrying
through His design. We may often have
wondered why our well-meant efforts in public

that we have been premature in our eagerness to
hurry things? To force open a door so carefully
kept closed before the opening time is to hinder
rather than help.
"He that believeth shall not make haste." Yet it
is the very thing we, in our earnestness, wish
most of all to do. Why won't people listen? Why
can't they see? Some have even wanted a
national proclamation to be issued, identifying
the Anglo-Saxon-Celtic peoples with Israel of
old, or have deplored the fact that the Christian
Church cannot be compelled to see the truth so
as to make an official declaration concerning the
true identity of present-day Israel.
Why all this haste? Can we not trust God to do
in His own time what, after all, concerns Him
far more vitally than it can ever concern us? Shall
we try to remember that not all have seen the
hidden figure in the drawing - that they do not
see what you or I may have discovered. May I
urge you to bear with a
word of exhortation? It
is not our task to remove
the
national
alias,
however eager or earnest
we may be to disclose
the identity beneath it.
Shall
we
try
to
understand that those
closed
doors,
that
opposition, that refusal
or apparent unwillingness to listen, may be the
very way, perhaps the only way, by which God
is able to curb our impetuosity and so prevent
our spoiling His plan?
This thing is too big, too world significant, too
far-reaching to be rendered ineffective by wellmeaning but mistaken human interference.
World destiny is wrapped up in this alias. How
lovingly God deals with us and our deep desire
to help Him, but how often He must smile at our
childlike lack of understanding while
appreciating the motive that would persist in
premature action. We want to move forward now
— and He has waited patiently for 2,520 years
for the very same thing!

Why the Alias Still Remains

and in private to explain the alias have met with,
to us, an inexplicable countermove that has What lies hidden beneath this alias? Why is it
frustrated our efforts. Is it not the evident sign such a zealously-guarded secret? Sufficient
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information has already been revealed to let us
know that the British Commonwealth of free
nations and the great people of the United States
of America are no ordinary nations among the
peoples of the world; that they are there for
world service, for the uplift of mankind, for the
maintenance of law and order and the
establishment of the basic principles of
righteousness, justice and freedom in the earth.
With no uncertain voice the Holy Scriptures
declare that the alias - the change of name - was
given to the House of Jacob, the descendants of
Abraham, Isaac and Jacob. That was the
Divinely-appointed line through which blessing
was to reach all mankind, the people called in
the New Testament "the Commonwealth of
Israel."
Make no mistake here, for this alias has nothing
to do with the Jew of history. The Bible most
plainly records that neither Abraham, nor Isaac,
nor Jacob were Jews. Never has it been necessary
or desired to change the name of the Jew.
Nothing has ever hidden the identity of the Jew.

tribulation and tears in order that we, like Jacob,
may learn to depend utterly upon God alone; that
we, like Jacob, may realize that we dare not let
God go until He blesses us. When that day
dawns, God will be able to trust us with that
name of which He is a part, Isra-el (ruling with
God).
The identity is all right; nothing changes that.
That has never been in question. The main issue
is, When shall we be able to have it made known
that we have prevailed with God, taken our place
on His side, forsaken our old evil ways, and have
been changed and renewed? Then, and only then,
will the world know "whose we are and whom
we serve."
Must we cease, then, to proclaim our identity?
Why should we? It is part of the Divine plan;
part of the Bible story. We must continue to
proclaim it so that those who have eyes to see
and ears to hear may see and hear, although the
majority remain in ignorance. But let us proclaim
it in its right setting - proclaim the struggle that
will bring the nation out of the night into the day
as we pass over and out of the old life into the
new, no more Jacob, but Israel. Then will the
strangest alias of all history yield its longguarded secret and the whole world will rejoice.
Thereupon, triumphant voices will be raised in
exaltation: "Arise, shine; for thy light is come,
and the glory of the Lord is risen upon thee. . .
And the Gentiles shall come to thy light, and
kings to the brightness of thy rising." (Isa. 60:1-3)

On the other
hand, you know
the story of
Jacob,
that
moment in his
career when he
met God and
wrestled with the
Angel. It was the
supreme crisis in
his life and Extracted from: Stories of Israel in Folk Law experience when Appendix 1 by Rev. Claud Coffin.
his name was
changed from
The End OS22098
Jacob to Israel. With a changed life and character
he was to rule with God. The nations that came
from him to play their great part in the world
drama have to graduate in the same school. As
he wrestled and prevailed, so must the AngloSaxon nations wrestle and prevail until their
name, too, may be changed and the alias under
which they have travelled down their predestined
roads gives place to the name by which all shall
know that they, too, rule with God for their
blessing and for His glory.
Today we are passing through the time of
national Jacob's trouble, which is leading us out
into the time of renewal, readiness and
worthiness to receive the new name, that of
Israel. We are facing our Peniel in this welter of
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A History of Magna Carta
From Our Welsh Correspondent
Henry II and Eleanor of Aquitaine had a
dysfunctional marriage marked by rivalry for
power, conspiracy, plotting, and Henry's
wandering eye. Eventually this led to the
imprisonment of Eleanor. The children in the
immediate family reflected their parent's politics
and problems. The oldest son, William, died
when he was three and the next in line, Henry,
was actually crowned king, but never ruled. He
died six years before his father. For that reason
he is called Henry the Young King and doesn't
get to have a roman numeral. Richard was next
in line and became Richard I upon the death of
his father in 1189.

K

ING JOHN is familiar to most people
through the Hollywood version of the
legend of Robin Hood. He is portrayed
as second only to the Sheriff of Nottingham in
cunning and treachery. In the Robin Hood tales,
John plots to prevent Richard Lionheart from
returning to England and to the throne which is
rightly his. Robin is engaged in the practice of
robbing the rich to give to the poor, mainly
because King John has set extraordinary taxes
and given the Sheriff extreme powers to collect
them. In essence, that was the situation. But
Robin Hood does not enter our story at all. There
is little evidence to place him on the scene, the
best documented legends place him several
hundred years in the future. The historical
version differs from that described by myth but
is even more dramatic.
There were eight children of Henry II and
Eleanor of Aquitaine: William (1153 - 1156),
Henry (1155 - 1183), Matilda (1156 - 1189),
Richard (1157 - 1199), Geoffrey (1158 - 1186),
Eleanor or Leonora (1162 - 1214), Joan (1165 1199), and John (1166 - 1216). There were also
half-brothers and half-sisters from Eleanor's first
marriage and Henry II's relationships, but the
story is complicated enough without including
them. Let's just say that they did rather well for
themselves and leave it at that.
Henry II of England from Cassell's History of
England - Century Edition - published circa
1902

Sounds simple and reasonable so far. It wasn't.
Henry II wanted John to become king but was
hampered by details called tradition and law. In
addition, Eleanor had made Richard her heir.
Henry II wanted control over Eleanor's holdings,
and in the end Eleanor unsuccessfully plotted
with her other children to overthrow Henry II,
or to at least wrest control over most of the
French territories from Henry II. But that gets
ahead of the story.
Let's go back a bit. Henry's great-grandfather on
his mother's side was William the Conqueror,
Duke of Normandy. When William won the
battle of Hastings and the English crown in 1066,
he maintained his lands in Normandy and
remained the Duke of Normandy. By the time
of Henry II, not only did Henry rule Normandy,
but Anjou as well. When he married Eleanor,
she brought Touraine, Aquitaine, and Gascony
into the family. Add in Maine and Poitou and
that gave Henry II power over much of France.
But France had a king, Louis VII, who, just to
make the story more complicated, had been
Eleanor's first husband. Not surprisingly, Henry
II was a threat to the French king, and Henry II
had to defend his territories. He did so
successfully in 1152 but we shall see that the
French didn't give up. This gets complicated.
The French territories were not part of England.
While King of England, Henry remained Duke
of Normandy and had various other titles for his
other holdings within the French court. He owed
fealty duty to the king of France.
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Henry II
Henry II was king for over thirty years and
during that time worked to modernize his
administration and kingdom. As he increased
the power of the state, he came into conflict with
the other power in England and Europe: the
Catholic Church. Two of the most important
functions of government are keeping the peace
and providing common resources such as an
army. To do either of those, one must have
money which can be gotten in a number of ways.

the Church lose the power of being primary
arbiter in all sorts of civil cases, Henry II
demanded that the members of the clergy subject
themselves to the civil court for civil matters. If
there was a land dispute between the Church and
a local landowner, the civil courts would have
jurisdiction. If a priest were caught stealing, the
civil courts would have jurisdiction. Up to this
point, the Church had handled all such matters.
It was as if they were a separate country
operating by the laws of Rome. Or a modern
analogy might be that every priest and nun had
diplomatic immunity.

Historical map
of France - 1154
to 1184 (left)
showing English
holdings, from
Shepherd. 1911.
Courtesy Univ.
of Texas
Libraries

Thomas Becket

It happened that Henry II had the opportunity to
appoint a new Archbishop of Canterbury. This
is how closely related the Church and state were
in those days. The Church had power in civil
affairs, but Henry had the power to appoint
archbishops. To make sure that he had someone
who would support his new reforms, he
Henry II was as appointed one of his best friends, Thomas Becket
interested in strengthening his power in England (who would be called Thomas à Becket after his
as he was in maintaining his French possessions. death).
He instituted a number of reforms in England to
bring the power of the king to remote regions Bell Harry Tower, Canterbury Cathedral.
Wood
engraved
and protect his borders. He began to travel to
print published
various parts of England to assess conditions,
in Picturesque
hold court, and generally establish rule. Dukes,
Europe, circa
left to their devices, tended to get ambitious.
1 8 7 5 .
More important, he created new law through the
Courtesy of
Assize of Clarendon (1164) which arranged for
S t e v e
regular court visits to settle disputes, particularly
Bartrick
land disputes. Judges were appointed who had
the power of the crown behind them. They
Thomas was
travelled around England holding assizes, what
not in the
we, in America, would call a circuit judge. They
replaced the courts controlled by the Catholic
clergy, he was
the Chancellor.
Church.
To correct this
Part of their procedure was to call together 12
minor problem, he
was ordained as a
men who were knights to use their memory of
who owned what to settle disputes. This was the priest, the following day was made a bishop, and
beginning of trial by jury. In addition, there was by evening, became the Archbishop of
a larger court that might visit only once every Canterbury. Who says there isn't humour in
seven years. It also used local knights to history?
evaluate claims as in a Grand Jury. The system
wasn't complete, but it was a beginning. The At first everything went well. Thomas supported
power of law was taken from the local Dukes Henry's new laws. Gradually though, as Thomas
grew into his new position, he began to have
and from the Catholic Church.
pangs of conscience and, as often happens,
This move on Henry's part brought him in direct because of his new responsibilities he began to
confrontation with the Church. Not only would adopt the point of view of the Church and the
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need to protect it and its integrity. He became
extremely religious. Historically this era is the
beginning of a long process of separating the
powers of church and state. It wasn't easy to
draw the line; it still isn't today. During the
feudal era the Church was so strong and provided
so many benefits and services to the kings of
various countries there wasn't much question of
the necessity of cooperation.
That began to change as nationalism increased,
educational levels outside the monasteries
increased, and the kings coalesced their power.
The Church was a threat; at the same time it
ensured an umbrella of international cooperation.
The pope can be seen as meddlesome on the one
hand, but on the other hand he worked to
maintain peace to preserve communication and
his own supra-national organization. He used
the power of the Church to excommunicate
disobedient kings or in extreme cases he used
the power of the interdict; denying an entire
populace the sacraments and clergy. Kings ruled
by the grace of God and the pope was his
messenger.
Almost anything could be
interpreted as impacting the welfare of souls and
thus would come under the purview of the
Church.
The balance of power for the kings was their
control of the military, the economy, and the
loyalty of their subjects. More sophisticated
government, taxation, record keeping, and
bureaucracy strengthened the king and made the
support of the Church less necessary for the
survival of the state. The increased importance
of real property, trade, and travel called for more
civil authority to maintain and defend it. The
need for a military, used both to defend and
expand territory, also increased as the nations
became more organized and prosperous and thus
more desirable as prizes of war.
This then is the situation facing two friends.
Thomas Becket and Henry II were both
intelligent rulers who could see the patterns of
social power and history. Each was called on to
protect the future of their convictions. In 1163,
a member of the clergy was acquitted of a murder
charge by the Church court. The people were
angry and Henry tried to have the man brought
before the civil court. That was when Thomas
chose to oppose him. History is fickle because
people are fickle. The scandals of preference
and bribery dogging the Church court were not

limited to this case. In the interest of justice,
Henry II had established a system which would,
as far as possible in those days, not depend on
wealth, connections, or position. Thomas might
have chosen a better case on which to make his
stand, but in the end it didn't matter -- the people
changed sides and supported him once Henry
went into action.
When Thomas opposed Henry's civil courts,
Henry retaliated and began the process of
"setting him up" for misuse of government
money during Thomas' tenure as Chancellor and
Archbishop. Thomas Becket fled to France and
the protection of Louis VII. Once there, he
further angered Henry by excommunicating two
bishops who were supportive of Henry's new
policies. He stayed in France for seven years.
In 1170 Henry II came to France and the two met
in Normandy. Henry had heard that Becket was
trying to get the pope to excommunicate him.
As the result of this meeting and the backing of
Pope Alexander, Thomas Becket returned to
Canterbury. Henry was still in France when he
got the news that Thomas had refused to rescind
the excommunication of his bishops. He lost his
temper and four of his knights heard him say,
"Who will rid me of this meddlesome priest?"
According to Henry II, they took it upon
themselves, without his knowledge, to do the
deed. You can read a vivid eyewitness account
of the murder of Thomas Becket written by
Edward Grim, a monk of the cathedral, if you go
to the reference at the bottom of this page.

"King Henry II whipped by the Pope’s Order"
in Wonderful Prodigies of Judgment and Mercy,
1685. Courtesy Liam Quin's Pictures From Old
Books Web site.
The murder had far-reaching consequences for
England, but the immediate result was that
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Henry II had to make peace with the Church.
He did this four years later by performing
penance at Canterbury Cathedral. He was beaten
by eighty monks while wearing sack cloth and
ashes and spent the night in vigil at Saint Thomas
Becket's tomb. The Church had wasted no time
and had canonized Becket in 1173. He also had
to promise to raise money for the Crusades and
to either mount a Crusade or make a pilgrimage.
He did neither. There was enough to do at home.
In 1173 Henry II's son Henry the Young King,
with the support of Richard and Geoffrey started
a revolt against their father. While young Henry
had been made king, he had no power and very
little money. Richard and Geoffrey also stood
to benefit by freeing themselves from the control
of their father. The group had quite a bit of
support from nobility both in their French
territories and in England, including young
Henry's father-in-law, Louis VII of France. But
Henry II handily won the day, both in England
and when he took his armies to France. Henry
forgave his sons, but it would seem that in this
case Thomas Becket was right. He had strongly
advised against the coronation of young Henry.
It creates a terrible situation when there are two
kings – even if one of them is your son.

Monarchies have always had the problem of
what to do with adult heirs to the crown. Henry
the Young King died in 1183 during another
revolt against his father.
While all this was going on, Henry II took the
opportunity to expand his territory to the west.
In 1169, Henry II was requested to send troops
to aid Dermot MacMurrough who claimed the
crown of Ireland. Ireland was, at that time, split
up into small dukedoms and kingdoms with a
high king. There were many candidates for the
post, but no one had significantly greater
resources. Henry II changed that. The throne
was secured in 1169, but MacMurrough
requested more and more troops to keep the
peace. When he died in 1171, the AngloNorman troops were already loyal to Henry II
and he sent additional troops and claimed Ireland
for himself. This was quite a coup for a king, in
fact, it was just about a bloodless coup.
Historically, it may have cost more than it was
worth, but at the time it seemed like a good idea.
To be Continued

Letters And Views
.How to create a social state by Saul Alinsky:
There are eight levels of control that must be
obtained before you are able to create a social
state. The first is the most important.
1) Healthcare - Control healthcare and you
control the people
2) Poverty – Increase the Poverty level as high
as possible, poor people are easier to control and
will not fight back if you are providing
everything for them to live.
ALINSKY'S 8 LEVELS OF CONTROL
Sir–-, Saul Alinsky died about 43 years ago, but
his writings influenced those in political control
of our nation today....... Recall that Hillary did
her college thesis on his writings and Obama
writes about him in his books. Died: June 12,
1972, Carmel-by-the-Sea, Ca. USA.

3) Debt – Increase the debt to an unsustainable
level. That way you are able to increase taxes,
and this will produce more poverty.
4) Gun Control – Remove the ability to defend
themselves from the Government. That way you
are able to create a police state.

Anyone out there think that this stuff isn't 5) Welfare – Take control of every aspect of
happening today in the U.S.? All eight of their lives (Food, Housing, and Income)
Alinsky’s rules are currently in play:–
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6) Education – Take control of what people read Together with taking bribes (being paid not to
and listen to – take control of what children learn farm which is control of the food supply), GMO
crops and spraying other crops with literally
in school.
poison these farmers should be harassed for
7) Religion – Remove the belief in the God from being traitors. Only then will they get the
the Government and schools
message.
8) Class Warfare – Divide the people into the
wealthy and the poor. This will cause more
discontent and it will be easier to take (Tax) the
wealthy with the support of the poor.

Maybe you should ask them to go and visit war
memorials for the brave souls who allegedly died
for freedom that those hoardings are utterly
opposed to.

Does any of this sound like what is happening Only within the last few days has someone
to the United States ?
drawn my attention to the fact that our cereals
are sprayed with Monsanto ‘Roundup’ before
harvesting. This is clearly not to kill weeds, but
to increase yield, apparently; as well as to dry
out the crop so it ripens right across the field at
the same time; again increasing yield. This
means that flour and all made from it is
contaminated with glysophate. Yours truly,
Lincspatriot.
_____________

Myths About Britain's 'Finest Hour'
Alexander Cockburn
Alinsky merely simplified Vladimir Lenin's There's a myth now about the British hanging
original scheme for world conquest by together in those dark days [of 1939-1941].
communism, under Russian rule.
"London can take it," Ed Murrow told America
in his CBS broadcasts. Actually, morale was
Stalin described his converts as "Useful Idiots." appalling. Most people correctly had little
The Useful Idiots have destroyed every nation confidence in the competence of their
in which they have seized power and control.
government and thought Germany was going to
 
win. In the Channel Islands, which the Nazis did
It is presently happening at an alarming rate in take over, the people greeted them hospitably
the U.S.
and turned in Jews with zest. The British
Ministry of Information employed 10,000 people
If people can read this and still say everything to read people's mail surreptitiously, intercepting
is just fine… they are “useful idiots.
about 200,000 letters a week, and discovered that
people were deeply pessimistic and thought
"It is difficult to free fools from the chains they Churchill was "played out."
revere." Your’s truly, LC, Texus, USA.
A secret government report spelled out the
_____________
popular lack of nerve: "Portsmouth -- on all
sides, we hear that looting and wanton
Traitorous Farmers
destruction had reached alarming proportions.
Driving round Lincolnshire many farmers fields The police seem unable to exercise control ...
continue to put up hoardings for treasonous The effect on morale is bad and there is a general
politicians, Bilderberg puppets and political feeling of desperation ... their nerve had gone."
parties that have given Britain’s sovereignty and
therefore peoples freedom away. No doubt this
is the same nationwide but as Lincolnshire is a
farming ‘county!' It is easily spotted.

Churchill's famous speeches about their "finest
hour" and so forth didn't have much effect either.
He delivered them in the House of Commons,
and when the BBC asked him to rebroadcast
them on the radio, he refused. So the BBC
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secretly used an actor named Norman Shelley to
read them, pretending to be Churchill. Shelley's
usual role was to play Larry the Lamb on
"Children's Hour." Most people didn't actually
know what Churchill's voice sounded like, and
those who did thought it sounded funny. Letters
poured into No. 10 Downing St. asking what was
wrong with the PM.
Many people tried to shut out the war as much
as they could. By the end of 1940, nearly a third
of the population admitted to not following news
of the war. When asked what depressed them
most, people put the weather first, then war
news, then the air raids. Life was rotten anyway
for a huge slab of the population, which was
malnourished, poorly housed, barely educated
and deeply discontented. When they visited the
[London] East End, the king and queen were
soundly booed. In the summer of 1941, a woman
got five years in prison for saying "Hitler is a
good man, a better man than Mr. Churchill."
Yours truly, B, Northern Ireland.
____________

lived one Polzew, in Cornwall who had reached
the great age of 130; a. kinsman of his lived to
112; a Mr. Beachamp died at the age of 106; and,
in his own parish, in the short space of fourteen
weeks, there died four persons, whose years
altogether amounted to 340. The famous Thomas
Parr, of Shropshire, lived to the advanced age of
152 years. Dr. Plott, in his Natural History of
Oxfordshire, speaks of one Richard Clifford;
who was living in Oxfordshire, at the age of 114;
Brian Stevens, at Woodstock, and two or three
persons then living at Oxford, above 100. Also
a Mr. Biddulph in Staffordshire, who had twelve
tenants then living; whose ages; reckoned
together, amounted to 1000. Dr. Willet mentions
a man who was living at Bedfordshire at the age
of 121. Dr. Hakewill observes, that William,
Marquis of Winchester, attained the age of 107.
Henry Jenkins, of Yorkshire, died at the
advanced age of 169: in short, there is scarcely
a town or village but has afforded some instances
of longevity. Extracted from Rapin’s History of
England, 1733.

Land of dope and Jewry, land that once was This gives lie to the controlled media propaganda
that we are now living longer than our ancestors!
free
All the Jewboys praise thee, as they plunder Yours truly, J. J. Co. Durham.
___________________
thee
Poorer still and poorer, grow thy true born sons
Postscript To My Letter Of The Saville
Faster still and faster, they're sent to feed the
Case
guns
(The
New
Ensign,
No. 64 December 2014)
Land of Jewish finance, fooled by Jewish lies
In press and books and movies, while our
birthright dies
Longer still and longer, is the rope they get
But - by the God of battles, 'Twill serve to
hang em yet.
—Archibald Maule Ramsay, non-Jewish
British aristocrat, 1939.
Yours truly, KH, Midlands, UK.
______________
Sir–-,I wrote this letter in anger and may have
even disobeyed our Lord's command "Judge
not that ye be not judged -(Matthew 7.1), which
Sir,—–-Plutarch mentions, so kind are the resulted in an incomplete letter and the omission
seasons as to ripen all sorts of grain, and to of necessary conclusions.
furnish a great variety of excellent fruit. Indeed,
notwithstanding any apparent disadvantages, the A younger friend of mine works in the Crown
longevity of the inhabitant.
Prosecution Service. He is a Freemason and in
his lodge are Firemen and others in that rank of
Inhabitants of Britain frequently attained the age society. He assures me "there is no harm in it"..
of I20; and we are informed by Mr. Carew, in As he is a friend I don't give him the obvious
his Survey of Cornwall, that in his time. there rejoinder: "You are playing amateur theatricals

Longevity of The Ancient Britons
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without an audience, which seems pretty
pointless to me". He is also a Christian and a
British Israelite and he dare not talk about these
to his colleagues. The poor chap is trapped in a
job with pretty strange people.
And this "government" department has stopped
the course of Justice five times with the Saville
case. In my opinion stopping the course of
Justice is a satanic act, so the DPP and his senior
officers appear to be Satanists!! And my
Christian friend is not aware of it!!!- How many
others are in this unfortunate position?
Precipitating a war is, of course, a satanic act.
Those unfortunate people who reported the
abuse by Saville, which was properly
investigated by the police saw their five cases
not brought to Court, They cannot report this
disgrace to the Police Complaints Commission
for it was the CPS who stopped the five cases!!
The PCC will not be empowered to deal with
CPS!!! It appears that the leading politicians

have been blocking the road to Justice for a long
long time. And the Police Complaints
Commission, like the CPS, are not necessary.
"Jobs for the boys" appear to be the secret policy
of our "government"
.
Not all policemen are honest men. Forty years
ago friends of mine had a T.V. shop in Liverpool.
which was burgled. The police investigated,
caught the gang but my friends never got the
evidence back - the T.V.s. Such acts of lame
Justice, which is of serious concern to every
Judge and Magistrate. Such incidents should be
reported to the local Court so that the Magistrates
or in serious cases the Judges, can sort out the
matter with the help of the Chief Constable,
using his, police Disciplinary Procedures. This
clutch of civil servants in the PCC are an
unnecessary public expense Such is our
Government. Yours truly, An Ancient
Mariner.
The End

Did Jesus Wear Long Hair?
By
Dr. Oren F. Potito

M

A N Y
MEN
today
are wearing their
hair long. This
style seems to have
had its start in
modern times by
certain
musical
groups such as the
Beatles and others.
The
hippie
movement, which
Rev. Oren Fenton has spread like a
plague,
has
Potito
adopted the long
1932 - 1995
hair style for men.
The "Jesus freaks"
and other religious hippie cults have taken the
long hair road. Unfortunately many men and
boys who are not hippies have started to wear
their hair in this manner. Many try to justify long
hair by stating that Jesus Christ wore long hair.
The time has come to set the record straight.

History Does Not Support the Idea That Jesus
Wore Long Hair.
Many pictures drawn by artists in recent times,
picture Jesus with long hair. In this they are
wrong. The following is taken from the book,
The Modern Student's Life of Christ, by Philip
Vollmer, published some years ago by Fleming
H. Revell Company:
"Archaeologists object to the conventional
pictures of Christ because they are not true to
history. A German painter, L. Fahrenkrog, says:
'Christ certainly never wore a beard and his hair
was beyond a doubt closely cut. For this we have
historical proof. The oldest representations,
going back to the first Christian centuries, and
found chiefly in the catacombs of Rome, all
pictured him without a beard. All the Christ
pictures down to the beginning of the fourth
century at least, and even later, are of this kind.'"
Even from Leonardo da Vinci and
Michaelangelo we have pictures of Christ in the
Final Judgment according to this older type.
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The June, 1971 issue of Tomorrow's World
carried an article entitled "Did Jesus Wear Long
Hair?" The article was illustrated with authentic
busts from the ancient world of the Roman
Empire leaders proving that short hair was the
accepted mode in Roman-occupied Judea.

exceptions, for their vow was for life. See 1
Samuel 1:11 and Judges 13:5; 16:17).
The Nazarite vow was a vow of separation.
Three things were forbidden as long as he was
under the vow, 1) "He shall separate himself
from wine and strong drink, and shall drink no
vinegar of wine, or vinegar of strong drink,
neither shall he drink any liquor of grapes, nor
eat moist grapes, or dried." (Num. 6:3); 2) He
could not cut his hair; 3) He could not touch or
come near a dead body. (Num. 6:6-9).

The busts of General
Pompey, Julius Caesar
(left), Caesar Augustus,
Emperor Trajan, and
King Herod Agrippa—
all showed that short
hair was the style. The A Nazarite could not have used any product of
article stated:
the vine, and thus Jesus could not have instituted
the Lord's Supper if he had been a Nazarite. For
"For example, on pages in this, He used the fruit of the vine.
126-127
of
AviYonah's work (A History of the Holy Land) are If He had been a Nazarite, He could not have
found busts of Pompey, Augustus, and one touched the funeral "bier" (open coffin) of the
believed to be Herod—all with short hair. All dead man in Luke 7:11-18.
statues and carvings of legionnaires show them
with closely cropped hair. A Roman with long If He had been a Nazarite, it is doubtful that the
hair was an oddity as is—used to be—the case Holy Spirit would have caused Paul to write. "...
for men in our society. In fact, all Roman if a man have long hair, it is a shame unto him."
Emperors before, during, and after the time of (1 Cor. 11:14).
Christ, from Julius Caesar to Trajan, wore short
hair. And the emperor was the individual who If He had been a Nazarite, Judas would not have
set the pattern in style and mode of dress for the needed to identify Him in Gethsemane, since
whole empire."
Jesus would have been the only long-haired man
there. Everything in the New Testament seems
Many popular pictures of Jesus that were painted to indicate that Jesus looked much like the other
in relatively recent times, have perpetuated the Judean men of His age. If there had been any
satanic idea that Jesus wore long hair.
radical difference in His appearance, we believe
that it would have been mentioned in the Bible.
There Is No Biblical Evidence That Jews Wore
Long Hair.
"Doth not even nature itself teach you," that a
man should have short hair and a woman long
"Doth not even nature itself teach you, that, if a hair? I HAVE NEVER SEEN A BALDman have long hair, it is a shame unto him?" 1 HEADED WOMAN, but I have seen many
Corinthians 11:14.
bald-headed men. Very, very few women
become bald, and those that do, are careful to
Jesus was not a Nazarite! According to Numbers conceal it with a wig. This surely must be
6:1-27, a Nazarite did wear long hair. However, "nature" teaching us.
Jesus was a Nazarene and not a Nazarite. While
the two words look similar in English, they are The Bible clearly indicates that the hair style of
entirely different in looks and meaning in the a man should be short, and that the woman's hair
original language of the Bible. A Nazarene was should be long. There should be a clear
one that lived in Nazareth, according to Matthew distinction between the hair of a man and a
2:23. A Nazarite was one who took a Nazarite woman. Many scriptures teach that a woman's
vow, according to Numbers 6.
hair should be or was long. (See Luke 7:38, 44:
John 11:2; 1 Peter 3:3; 1 Timothy 2:9 and many
The Nazarite vow was usually temporary others). On the other hand the scriptures indicate
(Samson and Samuel seem to be notable just the opposite for the man, for you can find
no such list of scriptures as above, in relationship
to the man. Other than the very few Nazarites
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mentioned in the Old Testament, we can think
of only one long-haired man in the Bible and that
was Absalom. He was the wicked, rebellious son
of David.
"If a Man Have Long Hair It Is a Shame Unto
Him"

"For this cause God gave them up unto VILE
affections: for even their women did change the
natural use into that which is against nature; And
likewise also the men, leaving the natural use of
the woman, burned in their lust one toward
another; men with men working that which is
unseemly, and receiving themselves that
recompense of their error which was meet. And
even as they did not like retain God in their
knowledge, GOD GAVE THEM OVER TO A
REPROBATE MIND ...." (Romans 1:26-28).

The above quoted words were written by Paul
and were divinely inspired of God. Therefore,
we are going to accept what God says rather than
the [illegible] of the day. For the Christian, the
Bible is the final word, not some picture or God is thus associating the "SHAME" of long
hair with the "VILE" affections of the sodomites
popular tradition.
and homosexuals. Our generation has made long
For evidence, we quote what scholars have said hair acceptable and is seeking to legalize and
about 1 Cor. 11:14.
popularise homosexuality. Now, we have
homosexual [illegible] and other churches that
Lange says, "Accordingly, in contrast with the gladly welcome them into their membership.
practices of a cruder heathenism of the earlier Long hair and homosexuality do not always go
time, when long hair prevailed, there has grown together, but they are very compatible. They both
up among the most civilized nations, that good represent a revolt against God given nature, and
taste which declares itself in favour of short hair against His precious Word.
for men and long hair for women. Among men,
the wearing of long hair is now reprobated as a
What Does Long Hair Mean Today?
mark of effeminacy and dishonouring to them,
inasmuch as it prevents the free exposure of the Let the radical subversive Jerry Rubin answer
countenance."
from his book Do It: "Young kids identify short
hair with authority, discipline, unhappiness,
Matthew Henry (left) says, boredom, rigidity, hatred of life—and long hair
"The woman's hair is a with letting go. Wherever we go, our hair tells
natural covering, to wear it people where we stand on Vietnam, Wallace,
long is a glory to her; but for Campus disruption, dope. We're living TV
a man to have long hair, or commercials for the revolution .... Long hair is
cherish it, is a token of the beginning of our liberation from sexual
softness and effeminacy."
oppression that underlies the whole military
society."
"...If a man have long hair, it
is a shame unto him." The Preachers, Churches and Parents Must Stand
Greek Word "ATIMA" is translated "shame" in against Long Hair.
the above text. Elsewhere in the New Testament
it is translated "dishonour", reproach" and "vile". Parents who allow a son to grow and wear long
Thayer's comments on this word are interesting hair are contributing to a rebellion against God
and informative. He says: "Atima, dishonour, and against our country. This is a sure step in
ignominy, disgrace. 1 Cor. 11:14; 1 Cor. 15:43, losing control of a child. Preachers and Churches
(in a state of disgrace, used of the unseemliness that compromise on this subject, hoping to reach
and offensiveness of a dead body); ... base lusts, more young people are actually fighting against
vile passions, Rom. 1:26."
God. Let us stand, whatever the cost!
Could anything be plainer? The "shame" (atima)
of long hair is elsewhere used in connection with
a dead and putrefying, decaying body. In
Romans 1:26, "atima" is translated "vile". Let us
read this verse carefully.

We believe that Christian young men, when
taught the truth, will want to wear their hair
short. Informed Christians will not want to be
identified with the "SHAME" or revolutionary
revolt that long hair symbolizes.
The End OS22107
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A Look At Some Some Little Known Megaliths In
Kent England
By
Our Sussex Correspondent
Many are aware of the famous megaliths such
as Stonehenge and Avebury and others in the
western parts of the UK, but few are aware
of the megaliths in the East of UK,
particularly on the hills surrounding the
Medway valley in Kent.

The Coldrum Stones Kent

Died.
The site Catigern’s is in the south-east of
England, at a place called Kit's Coty House, a
neolithic chambered tomb. Kit's Coty House
stands in a field to the west (It can't be seen from
the road) of the A 229 from Maidstone to
Rochester. A footpath, app. 0.25 miles long,
leads towards it. The tallest stone of which is 8
feet high and the capstone 4ft. by 3 ft. which was
once covered by an earthen mound of 180 feet
long, as aerial photographs have shown. Side
ditches were once up to 4ft deep. This site was
already famous in the seventeeth century. The
diarist Samuel Pepys described it as:

"Three great stones standing upright and a great
round one lying on them, of great bigness,
although not so big as those on Salisbury Plain.
OLDRUM is the best preserved of the But certainly it is a thing of great antiquity, and
Kent megalithic tombs. It is situated I am mightily glad to see it."
overlooking the Medway Valley and is
orientated east-west with a rectangular burial Unfortunately not all people felt this way. A
chamber of four large sarsens at the east end. The large stone shown on a sketch by Stukely in 1722
eastern side has fallen down the slope, but the and known as ‘the General's Tomb', was blown
chamber remains and has been partially restored. up in 1867. The large mound, also visible on that
The mound is surrounded by medium sized sketch, has also all but vanished.
sarsen stones which form a peristalith and is
about 20 metres long. At the turn of the century Some call it simply Kit's Coty, because 'coty'
there was still a medial stone in the burial means the same as 'house'. The story explaining
the name tells one that Kit is Catigern, who,
chamber.
together with his brother Vortimer fought
The site has been excavated many times, one Hengist and his brother Horsa here around 455,
excavation producing the bones of 20+ which is recorded both in the Historia Brittonum
as well as in the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle:
individuals of varying ages and both sexes.

C

Historia Brittonum, Chapter 48
The barrow apparently takes its name from the
nearby farmhouse "Coldrum Lodge" built in
1796. (The farmhouse is no longer there). No He had three sons: the eldest was Vortimer, who,
as we have seen, fought four times against the
earlier forms of the name are recorded.
Saxons, and put them to flight; the second
Categirn, who was slain in the same battle with
Kit's Coty House - Neolithic Chambered
Horsa; the third was Pascent, who reigned in the
Tomb - Catigern's grave Kent
two provinces Builth and Guorthegirnaim, after
Catigern, son of Vortigern whose grave is the death of his father. These were granted him
securely attached to Kent. However there are by Ambrosius, who was the great king among
only very vague ideas of how or where Vortigern the kings of Britain. The fourth was Faustus,
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born of an incestuous marriage with his
daughter, who was brought up and educated by
St. Germanus. He built a large monastery on the
banks of the river Renis, called after his name,
and which remains to the present period.

presence of an Eccles-village name (which
usually points to a surviving nucleus of a
Christian British population) makes it
sufficiently acceptable.
Across the road is another neolithic chambered
tomb, or rather the sorry remains of it. It was
once also a burial chamber, but today the stones
are a confused tumble. This is Little (or Lower)
Kit's Coty House (TQ 744604), also called the
Countless Stones because it is one of those
megaliths whose stones can supposedly never be
counted twice.

The Anglo-Saxon Chronicle records Horsa's
death at the battle of Aylesford in 455:
455: This year Hengist and Horsa fought
Vortigern the king, in the place called
Aegelesthrep (Aylesford), his brother Horsa was
killed, and after that Hengist and Aesc received To top things off, it should be said that the place
the kingdom.
is haunted; ghostly re-enactments of a (this?)
battle are said to have taken place at one time or
another. Another tradition is that at full moon
Also Camden said:–
you may place a personal object on the capstone,
“He was buried near Aylesford, where four great walk around the dolmen three times, after which
stones stand an-end, with others a-cross them, the object will have disappeared. No guarantees,
though.
like Stonehenge”.
Both Horsa and he were killed. We don't know
who won, but Catigern was supposedly buried
here. Indeed, this site is just a few miles north of
Aylesford, which is usually identified with the
Episford of The Anglo-Saxon Chronicle. That a
battle once raged here may be supported by
another reference to this place as the battle of
'Cit Coit'. This battle is also a legendary Celtic
battle ('Battle of the Woods'), but not connected
with any specific site.

Kit's Coty House and Little Kit's Coty are
situated in the Medway valley, just north of
Maidstone. If you pass by on your way to or from
London, don't hesitate to visit them. This valley
is one of the very few places historically linked
with Vortigern and his family, maybe the only
one outside Wales.

A possibility therefore remains that both are the
same thing, as 'Cit' (or 'Kit') is in fact the same
as 'Cat', the Celtic word for 'battle', which is of
course the first part of Catigern's name. We
could imagine a stand-off between two bloodied
armies on either side of the river, the ford having
been the contested object.
That a memory of Catigern could have lingered
on for so long in a region that was settled so early
by the Saxons seems doubtful, but the nearby
( Page 33 )

The End OS22106

The Link Between Cancer And Monsanto's
Glyphosate
Mike Adams (Natural News)
of divisions that fall under the World Health
Organization (WHO) umbrella, stating that they
are not the WHO themselves. Finally, Dr.
Farmer honed in on German studies, which
determined that glyphosate is not carcinogenic
to humans.
To draw attention away from the 90 percent of
crops in the United States that are sprayed with
Monsanto's herbicides, Dr. Farmer also
mentioned that IARC doesn't just study
glyphosate, but several other items ranging from
pickled vegetables and coffee to cell phone use
and aloe vera extract.

A recent episode of the popular health-centric
talk show The Doctors brought the issues
surrounding Monsanto's Roundup to light,
homing in on many hot topics. Specifically,
Roundup's main ingredient, glyphosate, and the
International Agency for Research on Cancer Author Jeffery Smith slams Monsanto, talks
(IARC) report that deemed the chemical as about "tobacco science" and disgusting original
"probably carcinogenic to humans" were the use of glyphosate.
show's focus.
Joining via satellite was the author of Seeds of
While overall discussion about the controversial Deception, Jeffery Smith, who came down hard
product was talked about professionally, it was on Monsanto, noting that the company was
obvious that tension existed when glyphosate's convicted of lying in both a New York court and
a French court about glyphosate's toxicity levels
safety was questioned.
and its ability to degrade the soil. He then told
For example, in the audience sat 20-year the audience about scientists who have declared
Monsanto scientist Dr. Donna Farmer, who at Monsanto as engaging in "tobacco science," then
the start of the segment said, "I've seen those proceeded to delve into glyphosate's history,
headlines and I know people have lots of including the fact that it was "originally created
questions." But in a predictable attempt to allay to clean industrial boilers and pipes because it
fears by showing that she's human like the rest grabbed materials and minerals and pulled them
of us, she went right for the heartstrings by out."
announcing that, in addition to being a scientist,
she's also a mom. She went for the emotional tug Smith, who is also the founder of the Institute
again towards the end of the episode when she for Responsible Technology, shed light on the
declared, "I am extremely, highly confident in highly disturbing fact that, when this industrial
this product as a mom and then I can back it up glyphosate spilled and ended up killing plants as
a result, Monsanto jumped right in and patented
as a scientist."
the chemical as an herbicide.
Monsanto scientist hones in on German studies,
other items IARC analyzes in attempt to shift The author then concluded by informing
focus from glyphosate harms.
everyone of the slew of health problems the
chemical has been linked to. Everything from
She made her opposition to the IARC report's acting as an endocrine disruptor to blocking
findings clear, stating that the manner in which amino acids was put out there for viewers to hear.
they tested for glyphosate hazards differed from
how it's actually intended for use. Furthermore, "We don't need these chemicals," Smith said.
she also noted that the IARC is one of a handful
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However, in response to Smith, Farmer was
quick to say that he was demonstrating his
"perspective as an author" at which point she
reminded everyone that, in contrast, she's a
scientist whose job it is to assess "the allegations
he brought up."
Ultimately, it was host Dr. Travis Stork who
perhaps said it best and spoke to what the vast
majority of concerned consumers are thinking.
Speaking of objectivity behind the IARC report
and how it comes from an agency that has
nothing to gain by conveying such information,
he said, "To me, every time you have an

international agency and it's made up of...
experts and they don't have any quote-unquote
'skin in the game'... that raises alarms... not just
as a doctor, but as a consumer."
As any health-conscientious person knows, the
best bet is to stay far away from Roundup and
do as Dr. Stork suggests: Remain informed by
reading as many studies as possible and, of
course, try your best to always grow and
consume organic foods.
The End

Who IS "The Crown" Anyway??
How We Got Conned !!
From Our Essex Correspondent

London c. 1650 AD, prior to the
Great Fire of London 1666.
The "modern" world of so-called Western
Civilization began at the end of the 17th century
with the blossoming of the British Empire. The
underpinnings of that Empire actually began
several hundred years earlier with the
establishment of the City of London, which is
now an 800-year old corporation that controls
finance and philosophy for an entity called "The
Crown".
This entity is the creator and controller of the
Bank of England and the US Federal Reserve.
They also control the World Bank, the IMF and
associated cartels. "The Crown" identity is kept
most secret. The Crown's agent, The Bank of
England assumed control of the United States
during the Roosevelt administration (1901-1909)
when its agent J.P. Morgan took over 25% of
American business - Read here.

The Crown has never been the King or Queen
of England since the establishment of this
corporate body. The Crown is the directorate of
the Corporation. The island of Britain is a
financial oligarchy run by "The Crown" which
refers to the "City of London" not the Queen.
The City is run by the Bank of England, a
"private" corporation. The City is a sovereign
state located in the heart of greater London. It
became a Sovereign State in 1694 when king
William the third of Orange privatised and
turned the Bank of England over to the
banksters. Considered the "Vatican of the
financial world," the City is not subject to
British law.
It has its own courts, its own laws, its own flag
and its own police force, separate from
metropolitan London. City (Crown/Corporation)
police drive red patrol cars and their uniforms
are slightly different from the Metropolitan
Police.

City Flag

City Police

It houses the privatised[1] Bank of England,
Lloyds of London, the London stock exchange,
all British banks, the branch offices of 385
foreign banks and 70 US banks as well as Fleet
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Street's newspaper and publishing monopolies. colonies were "Crown Colonies". They
It is also the headquarters for British belonged to The City and were not subject to
British law although Englishmen were expected
Freemasonry.
to conquer and pay for them.

The City of London Mayor’s golden coach

Western colonization is widely taught in school
history courses, so it need not be repeated here.
One key aspect of the colonial period is generally
omitted or skimmed over from the more basic
history courses. This is the fact that all the
"Crown colonies" were established on a
corporate model with financial ties to the City
of London - not the nation of England or Britain
.

The City of London has its own Lord Mayor who
represents The Crown - his name is Roger
Gifford - the head of the Corporation of London.

The island of Britain is a Crown
Colony
The City of London is not

It has a council of 12 members who rule the
Corporation under the Lord Mayor. The Lord
Mayor and his 12 member council serves as
proxies or representatives who sit-in for some of
the worlds wealthiest, most powerful banking
families.
When the Queen wishes to conduct business
within the City, she is met by the Lord Mayor at
Temple Bar where she requests permission to
enter this private, sovereign state. She then
proceeds into the City walking several paces
behind the Mayor. Her entourage may not be
clothed in anything other than service uniforms.
The Queen bows to the Mayor only in the city.
Outside of the city of London he bows to her.

The directorate of The Crown, whoever they
were, had NO loyalty to any nation - They were
and are, devoted entirely to their philosophy
which seeks absolute power over an earthly
realm. For more than 250 years, the servants of
The Crown brought untold wealth back from the
colonies to the British Isles - for themselves: the
population of the United Kingdom (English,
Scottish, Irish, Welsh peoples) received very
little wealth even though they provided the tax
base and cannon fodder.
The people were invaluable assets of the Crown,
but they knew not what they served - and still
don't. "None are more hopelessly enslaved than
those who believe they are free". Historian
Jeffrey Steinberg could be referring to the US,
Canada and Australia when he writes, "England,
Scotland, Wales, and Northern Ireland, are today
little more than slave plantations and social
engineering laboratories, serving the needs of
the Crown/City of London.

The City of London is the only part of Britain
over which parliament has no authority. In one
respect at least the Corporation acts as the
superior body: it imposes on the House of
Commons a figure called the remembrancer: an
official lobbyist who sits behind the Speaker's
chair and ensures that, whatever our elected According to the "American Almanac," the
representatives might think, the City's rights and crown bankers are part of a network with an
estimated $10 trillion in assets. It lords over such
privileges are protected.
corporate giants as Royal Dutch Shell, Imperial
In 1886, Andrew Carnegie wrote that, "six or Chemical Industries, Lloyds of London,
seven men can plunge the nation into war Unilever, Lonrho, Rio Tinto Zinc, and Anglo
without consulting Parliament at all." Vincent American DeBeers. It dominates the world
Vickers, a director of the Bank of England from supply of petroleum, gold, diamonds, and many
1910-1919 blamed the Corporation/ City for the other vital raw materials.
wars of the world.

The Crown/City of London dominates the
The British Empire was an extension of world's speculative markets. A tightly
bankers' financial interests. Indeed, all the interlocking group of corporations, involved in
raw materials extraction, finance, insurance,
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transportation, and food production, controls the he multiplied his wealth twenty times in 3 days
lion's share of the world market, and exerts of trading.
virtual "choke point” control over world
industry. Read Here
At the same time of being immensely wealthy
he also became the single largest debtor to the
If one wants to know the genuine motives for English government which ultimately gave him
particular actions in history they are told to control over the bank of England. English bonds
"follow the money." But that is only half of it - were a debt guaranteed by future tax revenue of
one must also follow the philosophy - the the English government, therefore the taxes the
religious beliefs of those in control.
citizens paid were going to pay the 8% interest
that the English government had to pay to
For purposes of clarity, let The Crown always borrow the money. As Nathan now controlled
refer to a stealthy circle of power brokers who the majority of the English bonds he could
all believe in the Masonic philosophy - the determine the price and therefore the supply of
brotherhood of man ruled by philosopher kings the English currency which gave him great
(or adepts) in league with the God of Masonry. power over the countries finances.
One need only wade through the cumbersome
histories of Masonry and also read Albert Pike's "I care not what puppet is placed on the throne
Morals and Dogma to see precisely that this of England to rule the Empire. The man who
power-philosophy encompasses virtually all the controls Britain's money supply controls the
religious notions ever conjured up by man.
British Empire and I control the British money
supply." – Nathan Rothschild
Ordinary members of Masonic lodges, are to
these adepts and their goals what the people of
the Western civilizations are to the directors of
the Crown - useful fools. This secretive cabal is
represented by the dominant political, economic
and cultural institutions across the world.
Western society has been subverted and western
culture is bankrupt. Democracy is a form of
social control and the mass media and education
are forms of indoctrination.
The Bank of England was created in 1694 by
a Scotsman William Paterson who famously said:
The bank hath benefit of interest on all moneys
which it creates out of nothing.–William
Paterson
Up until 1946 when it was nationalised the Bank
of England was a private run bank that lent
money it created out of nothing to the English
government and was paid back with interest. A
famous story related to the bank and the
Rothschilds is the Battle of Waterloo in which
Nathan Rothschild used his inside knowledge of
the outcome to play the market by selling his
English bonds and giving the impression that the
French had won therefore causing a rush by other
brokers to sell quickly which drove the price
down to 5% of their original worth. Once the
bottom had dropped out the market he then
re-bought as much as he could and in doing so

The bank of England was nationalised in 1946
but because the government was broke after the
second world war they had no money to buy out
the shareholders so instead they were issued with
government stocks and although the government
now earned money from the profits they had to
pay interest on any new stock they issued to pay
for the shares. In 1977, the Bank set up a wholly
owned subsidiary called Bank Of England
Nominees Limited, a private limited company
with 2 of its 100 £1 shares issued. The objectives
of the company are:
"To act as Nominee or agent or attorney either
solely or jointly with others, for any person or
persons, partnership, company, corporation,
government, state, organisation, sovereign,
province, authority, or public body, or any group
or association of them…."
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This company is very special as its protected by
the official secrets act, its Royal Charter status
and is exempt from the normal disclosure
requirements that other companies have to
comply with to meet section 27 of the
Companies Act 1976. The reason being is that
the major players in the world of finance
including the Queen of England and other Royal
families use this company to purchase shares and
remain anonymous.
However even though (on the surface at least)
the Bank of England is now state owned its
important to note that up to 97% of the UK's
money supply is privately controlled being in the
form of interest bearing loans created by the big
commercial banks. The bank holds very little
government stock and the Bank's profits
primarily come from the issuing of coins and
notes for use by high street banks.

Sayings By And About
Jews
Bolshevism (Judaism), this symbol of chaos and
of the spirit of destruction, is above all an
Anti-Christian and Anti Social Conception. This
present destructive tendency is clearly
advantageous for only one national and religious
entity: Judaism.
The fact that Jews are the most active element
in present day revolutions as well as in
revolutionary socialism, that they draw to
themselves the power forced from the peoples
of other nations by revolution, is a fact in itself,
independent of the question of knowing if that
comes from organized world-wide Judaism,
from Jewish Free Masonry or by an elementary
evolution brought about by Jewish national
solidarity and the accumulation of the capital in
the hands of Jewish bankers.

The contest is becoming more definite. The
domination of revolutionary Judaism in Russia
and the open support given to this Jewish
Bolshevism by Judaism the world over finally
clear up the situation, show the cards and put the
question of the battle of Christianity against
Judaism, of the National State against the
International, that is to say, in reality, against
Jewish world power." (Weltkampf, July 1924,
Therefore it seems the Bank Of England has p. 21; The Secret Powers Behind Revolution,
reduced in size and importance over the years by Vicomte Leon De Poncins, p. 140).
and is now mainly a regulatory body that
oversees the existing banking system. Referred "The Rabbis of Judaism understand this just as
to as "the lender of last resort" one of its main do the leaders in the Christian movement. Rabbi
functions as the bankers bank is to support banks Moshe Maggal of the National Jewish
that get into difficulty such as during the recent Information Service said in 1961 when the term
Judeo-Christian was relatively new, "There is no
financial melt down.
Further interest on this subject can be found in such thing as a Judeo-Christian religion. We
the book The Empire Of The City and in the consider the two religions so different that one
documentaries The Ring Of Power and The excludes the other." (National Jewish
Information Service).
Corporation
1. In 1945, The Bank of England was
nationalized by the Labour government. It is
allegedly no longer private. The bank is
supposedly publicly owned through the
Secretary to the Treasury. Who or what pulls the
strings behind the scenes is anyone's guess.

I shall use such influence as I have in
emphasizing the basic truths common to all
denominations, in lowering denominational
barriers and in promoting effective cooperation
among Christians of whatever creed." (John D.
Rockefeller, The Messenger of the Covenant,
December 1935 issue; And Men Wept, by
Catherine Palfrey Baldwin, p. 46)
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Eurofolk Radio

IF THE TRUTH BE
KNOWN

Is now on air!

CD 127 minutes [Listen to audio clip] $16.00
Here you will find the ignored story of the
massive deportations of the German peoples
from Eastern Germany, Poland, the Baltic
States, and the Sudetenland and its attendant
horrors.
The entire library of many more audio programs
is available as a bundle. All told, this is nearly 14
hours of great historical commentary! Plus, you
realize a savings of $20 dollars. For full details
and to purchase go to the website:—

24 hr streaming of items
of interest to identity
believers including live
broadcasts on matters
of national interest and
much more!!
TUNE IN NOW!

http://www.iftruthbeknown.net/index.php/about/

http://eurofolkradio.com/category/ge
neral/

A wide range of Literature and rare
book reprints in hard copy, reasonably
priced, now available from the Christ's
Assembly web site:
http://christsassembly.com/literature.htm

Pastor Eli James
Sundays 16.00 hrs

FOR THE REAL
NEWS

(British Summer time)

Live on Eurofolk Radio and
Eurofolk YouTube - Tune in and
join in the chat

http://www.youtube.com/user/ukcol
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http://eurofolkradio.com/category/general/

Announcements
In The Name Of
Yahwey auf
Deutch - Für
weitere
Informationen, auf
das Bild auf der
rechten klicken Sie
bitte

GERMANY’S OWN
IDENTITY MAGAZINE

The Chronicles Of The
Migrations Of The
Twelve Tribes Of Israel
From The Caucasus
Mountains Into Europe
By
Pastor Eli James
The above PowerPoint presentation is
available at Pastor Eli’s website:

www.anglo-saxonisrael.com
Parts 1 - 6 plus a short introduction
can now be viewed or downloaded the latest addition part 6 covers the
German people in relation to the
migrations of the Tribes of Israel.

CONTACT
pia-6@t-online.de
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P.O. Box 274,
Hemel Hempstead,
Herts HP3 9EQ
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Die Banker Satans
Aktualisiert Erweitert Unzensier
von
Carrington Hitchcock, Andrew

